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PROTECTING YOUR PEOPLE



At Security Pro USA we proudly carry the Industry’s widest selection of tactical gear, pollice gear, 
ballistic protection, EOD equipment, optics, apparel, and more. Need a total Security Solution? We can help 

you achieve total protection on a budget that is right for you.

Team Security Pro USA
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Security Pro USA helps protect the people who protect us and keep us safe with the security
industry’s most comprehensive selection of advanced detection, inspection and prevention 
products and services. 

As former military offiicers, soldiers, analysts and law enforcement officers, we understand PRO-
tection and since 1986, have proudly served global Defense, Government, Aviation, Maritime, Law 
Enforcement and Peacekeeping forces to provide protective gear and training to ensure their safety 
and security.

OUR CLIENTS

ABOUT US
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      01: RIOT PROTECTION
 Designed, developed, manufactured, tested, and proven to 

be of the highest quality in both lab and field testing.

RIOT PROTECTION
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RIOT PROTECTION

SECPRO
SECPRO RIOT SUIT

The SecPro Police Riot Suit provides substantial protection from 
blunt force trauma. The contour molded outer shell features im-
pact ridges that disperse the brunt of the blows, while foam inner 
padding cushions the body. Soft brush and mesh line the inside 
to reduce abrasion and provide long-term comfort. The hard shell 
protectors are used for covering and protecting most of the body. 
They are designed to withstand hard blow, and prevent penetra-
tion or stabbing by sharp tools, anti-fire and anti-acidity.

The SecPro Riot Suit is currently deployed and passes the rigorous 
standards of our most elite law enforcement agencies, for quality, 
operational flexibility, protection area, energy absorbency, and 
flame resistance performance.

Includes:

1) Upper Body Protection
2) Shoulder protection
3) Forearm Protection
4) Thigh Protection
5) Groin Protection
6) Knee Guard
7) Shin Guard
8) Riot Gloves, Hard Knuckle with Kevlar
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SIZES : M/L - 3XL SKU - 16036SPDNSMLABK



Includes:

1) Upper Body Protection
2) Shoulder protection
3) Forearm Protection
4) Thigh Protection
5) Groin Protection
6) Knee Guard
7) Shin Guard
8) Riot Gloves, Hard Knuckle with Kevlar
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RIOT PROTECTION

SIZES : S - XL 

SIZES : M/L - 3XL 

SIZES : M/L - 3XL

SIZES : M/L - 3XL

SKU - 16005

SKU - 16004

SKU - 16002

The SECPRO Police Riot helmet is a lightweight and super tough protective helmet for military 
and law enforcement. Whether its crowd, riot, or corrections control, the high density thermo 
composite shell combined with the Lexan polycarbonate face shield provides full head and face 
protection against almost all non-ballistic threats, such as chemicals, rocks, bottles and other 
projectiles.

The SECPRO Police Ultimate Anti-Riot Vest provides substantial protection from blunt force 
trauma. In addition the XT model includes a 10” x 12” plate insert for additional protection 
against stabbing. The contour molded outer shell features impact ridges that disperse the brunt 
of the blows, while foam inner padding cushions the body. Soft brush and mesh line the inside 
to reduce abrasion and provide long-term comfort.

The hard shell protectors are used for covering and protecting the waist and groin areas. They 
are designed to withstand hard blows,  penetration or stabbing by sharp tools, as well as offer-
ing protection against fire and acidic compounds.

SECPRO

SECPRO

SECPRO

  RIOT HELMET

  RIOT UPPER BODY & SHOULDER PROTECTOR

  RIOT THIGH & GROIN PROTECTOR
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RIOT ACCESORIES
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 Polycarbonate Construction

 Measures 36” x 1-1/4”

 Impact strength is greater than wood or aluminum batons.

 Will not warp, dent, or splinter Knurled grip at each end for a secure hold.
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RIOT ACCESSORIES

SIZES : M/L - 3XL

SIZES : M/L - 3XL

SKU - 16009

SKU - 3301

SKU - 33493

The contour molded outer shell features impact ridges that disperse the brunt of the blows, 
while foam inner padding cushions the body. Soft brush and mesh line the inside to reduce 
abrasion and provide long-term comfort.

The SECPRO Police Ultimate Anti-Riot Vest provides substantial protection from blunt force trau-
ma. In addition the XT model includes a 10” x 12” plate insert for additional protection against 
stabbing. The contour molded outer shell features impact ridges that disperse the brunt of the 
blows, while foam inner padding cushions the body. Soft brush and mesh line the inside to re-
duce abrasion and provide long-term comfort.

Made with the idea that a baton in the right well trained hands can mean a major difference, SecPro Poly-
carbonate Riot Batons offer superior impact strength compared to wood or aluminum batons. Made from 
only the highest quality polycarbonate, this baton was designed to withstand the rigors of daily use.

v

SECPRO

SECPRO

SECPRO

  RIOT SHIN GUARDS w/ NON-SLIP KNEE PROTECTOR

  RIOT GLOVES

  POLYCARBONATE BATON

RIOT ACCESORIES



 High voltage conductors securely fitted over the front area of the shield. 

 Lightweight, 4mm thick polycarbonate shield.

 Fully rechargeable including nickel-cadmium rechargeable battery.

 Fully warranted in accordance with the Force Manufacturers warranty.

 SABS tested shock and SABS Tested and Approved Armour.

 Polycarbonate Construction

 Measures 36” x 1-1/4”

 Impact strength is greater than wood or aluminum batons.

 Will not warp, dent, or splinter Knurled grip at each end for a secure hold.
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SIZES : M/L - 3XL

SIZES : M/L - 3XL

RIOT SHIELDS

SKU - 13123

The SecPro Stun Tech Anti-Riot Shield is a non-lethal deterrent that’s ideal for body protection, 
jails, crowd/riot control, and forced entry. 

SECPRO   STUN TECH ANTI-RIOT SHIELD
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RIOT SHIELDS

FEATURES: AVAILABLE SIZES:

SKU - 16008

Protect your vital areas with this strong, durable Lexan plastic Riot Shield.

SECPRO   RIOT SHIELD

 Lexan plastic construction 

 Lightweight and easy to use

 Foam Backing adds comfort and support

 Solid aluminum handle

 Quick release strap system

 Police, corrections, & custom decals available

SIZE THICKNESS
20" x 36" .150"

24" x 36" .150"

24" x 48" .150"

24" x 48" .250”

35.4” x 23.6” 47.2” x 23.6”
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BALLISTIC SHIELDS

SECPRO   Peacekeeper Tactical Ballistic Shield

BALLISTIC SHIELDS

     DETAILS

     FEATURES

     SPECIFICATIONS

 

 
 

 

 

・ Certified to meet the requirements of NIJ standard 0108.01 level IIIA  
    for ballistic resistant protective materials.
・ Stationary handle
・ Padding beneath handle reduces abrasion and improves comfort
・ Advanced UDPE minimize ballistic penetration and disperses energy  
    without increasing weight
・ Custom department decals available upon request
・ Comfortable ambidextrous design

・ Available in the following sizes (18" x 30", 24" x 36", & 24" x 48")
・ Optional Viewport with NIJ certified Level II ballistic polycarbonate 
    allows for increased peripheral vision
・ Optional Light & Strobe
・ Stationary handle
・ Padding beneath handle reduces abrasion and improves comfort
・ Curved design diverts fire away from users center and improves   
    ballistic protection
・ Berry Compliant
・ Advanced UDPE construction reduces weight without compromising  
   protection
・ Made in the USA

FRONT BACK

VIEWPORT - FRONT VIEWPORT - BACK

VIEWPORT / LIGHT - FRONT VIEWPORT/LIGHT - BACK

The SecPro Peacekeeper Ballistic shield combines almost 30 
years of experience protecting police and military agents from 
common handgun rounds (such as .9 mm, .45 and .44 magnum) 
as well as sharp objects and fragmentation. Using state-of-the-
art ballistic technology with a rugged state of the art mold; this 
versatile entry shield uses advanced UDPE materials to provide 
maximum protection without weighing the end-user down.
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BALLISTIC SHIELDS

SECPRO   Warrior Tactical Ballistic Shield

BALLISTIC SHIELDS

     DETAILS

     FEATURES

     SPECIFICATIONS

The SecPro Warrior Tactical Ballistic shield is a U.S. made entry shield 
designed to protect police and military agents from common handgun 
rounds (such as .9 mm, .45 and .44 magnum) as well as sharp objects and 
fragmentation. Combining years of state-of-the-art ballistic technology 
and experience with a rugged state of the art mold; this versatile entry 
shield uses advanced UDPE materials to provide maximum protection 
without weighing the end-user down.
 

・ Certified to meet the requirements of NIJ standard 0108.01 level IIIA  
    for ballistic resistant protective materials.
・ Stationary handle
・ Padding beneath handle reduces abrasion and improves comfort
・ Advanced UDPE minimize ballistic penetration and disperses energy  
    without increasing weight
・ Custom department decals available upon request
・ Comfortable ambidextrous design

・ Available in the following sizes (18" x 30", 24" x 36", & 24" x 48")
・ Optional Viewport with NIJ certified Level II ballistic polycarbonate 
    allows for increased peripheral vision
・ Optional Light & Strobe
・ Stationary handle
・ Padding beneath handle reduces abrasion and improves comfort
・ Curved design diverts fire away from users center and improves   
    ballistic protection
・ Berry Compliant
・ Advanced UDPE construction reduces weight without compromising  
   protection
・ Made in the USA

FRONT BACK

VIEWPORT - FRONT VIEWPORT - BACK

VIEWPORT / LIGHT - FRONT VIEWPORT/LIGHT - BACK
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BALLISTIC HELMETS

SECPRO   Hero Tactical Ballistic Shield

BALLISTIC SHIELDS

     DETAILS

     FEATURES

     SPECIFICATIONS

Available from SecPro, the Hero Ballistic shield is a lightweight, 
berry-compliant entry shield designed specifically for SRT and first 
responders. Made in the US, this versatile entry shield offers NIJ 
ceritified level IIIA The shield also boasts a more ergonomic design that 
relies on the operator's bone support versus muscle support, allowing it 
to be carried easily for extended periods of time without fatigue. It also 
is designed with a much larger view port that will give officers a larger 
field of view. The new unique shape gives better peripheral vision as 
well.
 

・ Certified to meet the requirements of NIJ standard 0108.01 level IIIA  
    for ballistic resistant protective materials.
・ Stationary handle
・ Padding beneath handle reduces abrasion and improves comfort
・ Advanced UDPE minimize ballistic penetration and disperses energy  
    without increasing weight
・ Custom department decals available upon request
・ Comfortable ambidextrous design

・ Available in the following sizes (18" x 30", 24" x 36", & 24" x 48")
・ Optional Viewport with NIJ certified Level II ballistic polycarbonate 
    allows for increased peripheral vision
・ Optional Light & Strobe
・ Stationary handle
・ Padding beneath handle reduces abrasion and improves comfort
・ Curved design diverts fire away from users center and improves   
    ballistic protection
・ Berry Compliant
・ Advanced UDPE construction reduces weight without compromising  
   protection
・ Made in the USA

FRONT BACK

VIEWPORT - FRONT VIEWPORT - BACK

VIEWPORT / LIGHT - FRONT VIEWPORT/LIGHT - BACK
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BODY ARMOR 



      02: BODY PROTECTION
Our Plate Carriers are non-ballistic lightweight vests  designed to fit ballistic plates of your 

choice, to offer you optimal protection against small arms and high caliber weapons.

BODY ARMOR
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      02: BODY PROTECTION
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BALLISTIC VESTS

SIZES : S - 3XL  |  BLACK

SIZES : S - 3XL | BLACK | TAN | OD GREEN

SKU - 14020

SKU - 14004

An incredible value, this concealable, soft armor body vest provides optimum protection in a 
lightweight, bulletprotof vest. The Security Pro USA CVIIIA  concealable vest is comfortable, pro-
vides comprehensive coverage, and excellent range of motion. This security vest is rated Level 
IIIA.

Tested to meet or exceed NIJ standard Level IIIA, the Security Pro USA Gladiator is an outer tacti-
cal vest used by military and law enforcement agencies across the globe. Designed to maximize 
the operator’s comfort and mobility without sacrificing protection. This lightweight Kevlar vest 
features fully adjustable foam padded shoulder straps and an interior mesh lining for maximum 
air circulation. Additionally the ballistic vest has 360 degree MOLLE coverage increases load 
bearing support. 

SECPRO

SECPRO

  CVIIIA - CONCEALABLE VEST

GLADIATOR TACTICAL ASSAULT VEST
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BALLISTIC VESTS

SIZES : S - 3XL  |  WHITE | BLACK | OD GREEN | ACU SKU - 14005

The SECPRO Titan Tactical Assault Vest Level IIIA is a high-speed tactical vest with maximum up-
gradeability. The Titan features a detachable MOLLE closure system for 360-degree, load-bearing 
capability. 

SECPRO    TITAN TACTICAL ASSAULT VEST

 Full coverage protection Level IIIA

 10x12 bottom loading plate pockets

 6” x 8” plate pocket size

 Trauma plate pockets for 5 X 8 and/or 7 X 9 sizes for front pockets

 Vest closure system has 4 easy-to-remove & adjust elastic straps

 Removable ballistics & ultrasonically seam sealed in 200D water resistant nylon

   Vest closure system has 4 easy-to-remove & adjust elastic straps

 Full coverage protection Level IIIA (NIJ 0101.06) 

 360-degree MOLLE design

 Full mobility and weight distribution featurest

 SABS tested shock and SABS Tested and Approved Armour.
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BALLISTIC VESTS

BALLISTIC VESTS

SIZES : S - 3XL | WHITE | BLACK | OD GREEN | ACU CONTACT US

SECPRO    BUOYANT BALLISTIC VEST

SIZES : S -  4XL | WHITE | BLACK  SKU - 14048

The Secpro Concealable Vest is specially designed to combat hot and extreme environments,  
maximizing ventilation and minimizing heat build-up. Using the latest material in fabric technol-
ogy, the SecPro concealable vest increases the air circulation and absorbs moisture to keep you 
cool and dry. The design also allows for maximum concealability, thus making it a great choice 
for the most covert of operations. If you need protection in hot, humid, or tropical environ-
ments, the Secpro Concealable Vest is a great alternative to your traditionalballistic vest.

INTERNATIONAL ARMOR CONCEALABLE VEST

 DuPont™ Nylon Supplex-3ply (keeps ballistic panels clean and dry)

 Choice of soft or steel plate included

 6” x 8” plate pocket size

 Flotation vest carrier is constructed with high strength lightweight rip stop nylon fabric which has high  
 resistance to tear.

 Equipped with Front and Back Plate Pouches designed to accept body armor plates up to size 10”x 12”.

 MOLLE webbing on the front and the back to facilitate the attachment of multiple removable pockets on  
 the front and the back of the vest.

 LED LOCATOR LIGHT on the upper shoulder. This light is activated immediately upon contact with water.

 NIJ Level IIIA bullet resistant inserts, which are ultrasonically sealed to prevent any ingress of water.

 designed for the User to be oriented upright in water

16

SIZES : S - 3XL  |  BLACK SKU - 14017

The Security Pro USA Legacy tactical assault vest was designed for comfort and mobility. 
Equipped with advance design features such as 360 degree MOLLE platform, heavy duty drag 
strap, and 500D Cordura nylon construction to help with weight distribution and promote mo-
bility for the user.

This vest’s low profile design carries armored plates in front, back, and sides for ballistic pro-
tection. Our Legacy ballistic vest has been field tested to defeat threats and meet or exceed the 
USA National Institute of Justice (NIJ 0101.06) ranking of level IIIA by defeating .357 Sig FMJ FN 
and .44 magnum SJHP travelling at velocities 1420 ft/s – 1480ft/s. Secpro Legacy vest offers pro-
tection against fragmentation and abrasions while the fully adjustable cummerbund improves 
weight distribution and load bearing support.

SECPRO   LEGACY
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SIZES : S -  4XL | WHITE | BLACK  

SIZES : S - 3XL  |  BLACK

VARANUS

VARANUS

  LEGACY

  LEGACY

PLATE CARRIERS

SIZES : S - 3XL  |  BLACK | OD GREEN | TAN SKU - 14016

Equipped with fully padded shoulders and advanced unique breathable “spacer” mesh lining 
and an optional side cummerbund system. This affordable plate carrier is easy to don and ad-
just. and offers excellent load carrying ability.

SECPRO   SPARTAN PLATE CARRIER

PLATE CARRIERS

SIZES : S - 3XL  | WHITE | BLACK | OD GREEN | ACU  

SIZES : S - 3XL  | TAN | BLACK | OD GREEN |MULTICAM

SIZES : S - 3XL  | Available in ALL vest patterns as well as OEM

SKU - 14015

SKU - VRS-TVIIIA-SM-TN

SKU - AFC-T3A-525-SML

The SECPRO Modular Plate carrier is easily donned over your uniform or off duty shirt. 

The Tactical Vest is a U.S. Made Berry Compliant military vest made from DuPont Kevlar in 
a heavy duty nylon carrier with the option for MOLLE webbing. Constructed with advanced 
manufacturing techniques, the Tactical vest is significantly lighter and thinner than compa-
rable tactical vests. The protection level offered is NIJ 06 IIIA, the highest level for soft ar-
mor. Front and back pockets allow for the addition of Level III, III+ or level IV ballistic plates 
for protection from high-velocity rifle rounds. 

The COVERT is a lightweight concealed carrier made out of a highly durable polyester. This 
carrier offers an adjustable 8 point removable closure system. The side straps and shoul-
der straps are adjustable to fit your needs.

 Lightweight concealed carrier made out of a highly durable nylon.

 Front to Back Wrap with “Overlap Protection”

 Body-Side Wicking-Cool Mesh

 Adjustable 8 Point Removable Closure System

 Sleek and Compact Design

SECPRO    MODULAR PLATE CARRIER

 Advanced mesh lining

 Kangaroo style front utility pouch

 Improved side closure system with “pull forward” adjustment

   Accommodates wide variety of insert plates

   Can be operated alone or with cummerbund system

 ADD NEW FEATURES 

 360-degree MOLLE design

 Full mobility and weight distribution featurest

 SABS tested shock and SABS Tested and Approved Armor.

  LIGHTWEIGHT TACTICAL VEST - LEVEL IIIA

  COVERT CONCEALABLE VEST NIJ - LEVEL IIIA
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ARMOR BUNDLES

ARMOR SOLUTIONS

The SecPro Shooter’s Special Body Armor bundle was created as an economical solution for Fire 
and EMS personnel in the event of an active shooter situation. It has since been adopted by not 
only first responders but by law enforcement and military personnel across the world. By com-
bining our Spartan Plate Carrier and our 10” x 12” NIJ Level III Hard Armor plates with a our level 
IIIA soft armor kevlar panels; the Shooter’s Special offers advanced protection against high-cali-
ber rifle threats without the dangers of spalling.

SIZES : S - 3XL 

WHITE | BLACK | OD GREEN | ACU

BLACK | OD GREEN | TAN

SECPRO   SECPRO RAPID RESPONSE KIT

SIZES : S - 3XL

Designed for rapid deployment in active shooter’s situations, the SecPro Active Shooter Response 
Package provides superior protection and utility when you need it most. This package combines 
two of the leading products of personal protection, allowing you peace of mind and protection 
when you need it the most. Included is the Spartan Plate Carrier which provides maximum com-
fortability, durability and weight division without sacrificing mobility, and two of our Security Pro 
USA Lightweight Level IV Ceramic plates which increase your protection level against advanced 
rifle threats and high-velocity bullets.

The Security Pro USA Rapid Response Kit is an effective and affordable plate carrier bundle for 
those looking for an active shooter’s kit. Consisting of our Security Pro USA Modular Plate Carrier 
and 2 of our 10x12 Shooter’s Cut Steel Plates, this cost effective kit allows the user to quickly in-
crease their level of protection to address dangerous situations.

SECPRO

SECPRO

   ACTIVE SHOOTER RESPONSE KIT

   SHOOTER’S SPECIAL BODY ARMOR BUNDLE

SIZES : M/L - 3XL SKU - 1234567890123456

SKU - 1234567890123456

SKU - 1234567890123456
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ARMOR BUNDLES

ARMOR SOLUTIONS

The Security Pro USA Beast package is a comprehensive body armor bundle that offers protec-
tion for any situation. This advanced tactical kit includes 1 Gladiator Tactical Vest, 2 10x12 Level 
IV Ceramic Hard Armor Plates, 2 6x8 Level IV Ceramic Side Plates and 1 set of Gladiator Ballistic 
Accessories (Shoulder, collar, throat, biceps, groin and kidney/lower back)

The Security Pro USA Rapid Response Kit is an effective and affordable plate carrier bundle for 
those looking for an active shooter’s kit. Consisting of our Security Pro USA Modular Plate Carri-
er and 2 of our 10x12 Shooter’s Cut Steel Plates this package allows the user to quickly increase 
their level of protection to address dangerous situations. The plate carrier is durable and the 
steel plates do not expire unlike hard armor plates made of other materials, making this a bud-
get friendly option for end-users such as fire departments and EMT’s.

SIZES : S - 3XL 

WHITE | BLACK | OD GREEN | ACU

BLACK | OD GREEN | TAN

SECPRO   DELUXE SHOOTER’S PACKAGE

SIZES : S - 3XL 

The Security Pro USA Gladiator Special Body Armor Bundle combines the utility and level IIIA pro-
tection of our Gladiator Tactical Vest and ups the ante by adding our Level IV NIJ Certified Hard Ar-
mor Plates on the front and side, allowing it to provide the user with protection against advanced 
rifle threats that the vest would not stop by itself. 

The SecPro Deluxe Shooter’s Package is an upgraded version of our best-selling active shooter’s 
kit: our Shooter’s Special. Designed to be easily donned in the event of a firefight or active shooter 
situation, this body armor bundle combines the utility of Spartan Plate Carrier with the front, back 
and side protection from our SecPro Level IV Ceramic Torso and Side Plates.

SECPRO

SECPRO

SECPRO

   GLADIATOR SPECIAL BODY ARMOR BUNDLE

   GLADIATOR BEAST PACKAGE

   SECPRO BUFFALO RAPID RESPONSE KIT

SIZES : M/L - 3XL SKU - SPU-BST

SIZES : M/L - 3XL SKU - 14015SPCNSNSZBK-1

SKU - 1234567890123456

SKU - 1234567890123456



BALLISTIC PLATES

Advanced UHMWPE design. Buoyant. Multi shot rated on selected threats. Water re-
pellant polyurethane coated CORDURA® fabric finish. Made in the U.S.A.

Ceramic/composite design. Light AP protection including 7.62 x 39 API. Multi 
shot rated on selected threats. Water repellant polyurethane coated 1000 Denier 
CORDURA® fabric finish. Made in the U.S.A.

NIJ Standard–0101.06 
Special threat testing conducted in accordance with NIJ Standard–0101.06 (modified).

NIJ Standard–0101.06 
Special threat testing conducted in accordance with NIJ Standard–0101.06 (modified).

NIJ Standard–0101.06 
Special threat testing conducted in accordance with NIJ Standard–0101.06 (modified).

SHOOTER CUT - MULTI CURVE

FULL CUT - MULTI CURVE

SAPI CUT - MULTI CURVE

SHOOTER CUT - SINGLE CURVE

FULL CUT - SINGLE CURVE

SHOOTER CUT - SINGLE CURVE

FULL CUT - MULTI CURVE

BI P210   LEVEL IIIA+ STAND ALONE

  BI L210  SPECIAL THREAT RIFLE STAND 

SIZE TESTING
10" x 12" 1.0 lb

8" x 10" 0.6 lb

SIZE TESTING
10" x 12" 1.1 lb

8" x 10" 0.7 lb

SIZE TESTING
10" x 14" 1.4 lb

10.25" x 13.25" 1.2 lb

9.5 x 12.5” 1.0 lb

8.75” x 11.75” 0.9 lb

7.25” x 11.5” 0.7 lb

SIZE TESTING
10" x 12" 5.5 lb

8" x 10" 3.5 lb

SIZE TESTING
10" x 12" 6.1 lb

8” x 10” 4.0 lb

SIZE TESTING
10" x 12" 1.0 lb

8" x 10" 0.6 lb

SIZE TESTING
10" x 12" 1 lb

8" x 10" 0.7 lb

POLYETHELYNE

CERAMIC/COMPOSITE
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BALLISTIC PLATES



Advanced Spectra® design. Full AK-47 protection including 7.62 x 39 API. Multi shot 
rated on selected threats. Water repellant polyurethane coated CORDURA® fabric 
finish. Made in the U.S.A.

Tensylon® design. Buoyant. Multi shot rated on selected threats. Water repellant 
polyurethane coated CORDURA® fabric finish. Made in the U.S.A.

NIJ Standard–0101.06 
Special threat testing conducted in accordance with NIJ Standard–0101.06 (modified).

NIJ Standard–0101.06 
Special threat testing conducted in accordance with NIJ Standard–0101.06 (modified).

SHOOTER CUT - SINGLE CURVE

SHOOTER CUT - SINGLE CURVE

FULL CUT - SINGLE CURVE

FULL CUT - SINGLE CURVE

SECPRO

SECPRO

  BI U210  SPECIAL THREAT RIFLE STAND 

  BI 3401  LEVEL III STAND ALONE

SIZE TESTING
10" x 12" 3.9 lb

8" x 10" 2.6 lb

SIZE TESTING
10" x 12" 3.2 lb

8" x 10" 2.1 lb

SIZE TESTING
10" x 14" 5.4 lb

10.25” x 13.25” 4.7 lb

9.5” x 12.5” 4.1 lb

8.75” x  11.75” 3.5 lb

7.25” x  11.50” 2.8 lb

SIZE TESTING
10" x 12" 3.6 lb

8” x 10” 2.3 lb

BALLISTIC PLATES
SPECTRA

TENSYLON
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BALLISTIC PLATES



BALLISTIC PLATES

Ceramic/composite design. AP protection including 7.62 x 39 API. Multi shot rated 
on selected threats. Water repellant polyurethane coated CORDURA® fabric finish. 
Made in the U.S.A.

Ceramic/composite design. Water repellant polyurethane coated CORDURA® fabric 
finish. Made in the U.S.A.

NIJ Standard–0101.06 
Special threat testing conducted in accordance with NIJ Standard–0101.06 (modified).

NIJ Standard–0101.06 
Special threat testing conducted in accordance with NIJ Standard–0101.06 (modified).

NIJ Standard–0101.06 
Special threat testing conducted in accordance with NIJ Standard–0101.06 (modified).

SHOOTER CUT - SINGLE CURVE

SHOOTER CUT - SINGLE CURVE

FULL CUT - SINGLE CURVE

FULL CUT - SINGLE CURVE

SECPRO

SECPRO

  BI 3410  LEVEL III+ STAND ALONE

  BI 4401  LEVEL IV STAND ALONE - SINGLE 

SIZE WEIGHT
10" x 12" 5.8 lb

8" x 10" 3.8 lb

SIZE WEIGHT
10" x 12" 7.5 lb

8" x 10" 4.9 lb

SIZE WEIGHT
10" x 12" 6.4 lb

8” x 10” 4.2 lb

SIZE WEIGHT
10" x 12" 8.4 lb

8” x 10” 5.4 lb

CERAMIC/COMPOSITE

CERAMIC/COMPOSITE
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BALLISTIC PLATES



Lightweight Spectra® design. Buoyant. Multi shot rated on selected threats. Water 
repellant polyurethane coated CORDURA® fabric finish. Made in the U.S.A.

Lightweight ceramic/Spectra® design. Light AP protection including 5.56 x 45 
M855. Multi shot rated on selected threats. Water repellant polyurethane coated 
CORDURA® fabric finish. Made in the U.S.A.

NIJ Standard–0101.06 
Special threat testing conducted in accordance with NIJ Standard–0101.06 (modified).

NIJ Standard–0101.06 
Special threat testing conducted in accordance with NIJ Standard–0101.06 (modified).

SHOOTER CUT - SINGLE CURVE

SHOOTER CUT - SINGLE CURVE

FULL CUT - SINGLE CURVE

FULL CUT - SINGLE CURVE

FULL CUT - SINGLE CURVE

FULL CUT - SINGLE CURVE

SECPRO

SECPRO

  BI 3600  LEVEL III STAND ALONE

  BI 3610  LEVEL III+ STAND ALONE

SIZE WEIGHT
10" x 12" 2.8 lb

8" x 10" 1.9 lb

SIZE WEIGHT
10" x 12" 4.3 lb

8" x 10" 2.8 lb

SIZE WEIGHT
10" x 12" 3.2 lb

8” x 10” 2.0 lb

SIZE WEIGHT
10" x 12" 4.8 lb

8” x 10” 3.1 lb

SIZE WEIGHT
11" x 14" 3.9 lb

10.25” x 13.25” 3.4 lb

9.5” x 12.5” 2.9 lb

8.75” x 11.75” 2.5 lb

7.25” x 11.5” 2.0 lb

SIZE WEIGHT
11" x 14" 6.0 lb

10.25” x 13.25” 5.2 lb

9.5” x 12.5” 4.5 lb

8.75” x 11.75” 3.8 lb

7.25” x 11.5” 3.1 lb

BALLISTIC PLATES
SPECTRA

CERAMIC/SPECTRA
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BALLISTIC PLATES

Lightweight ceramic/Spectra® design. Water repellant polyurethane coated CORDU-
RA® fabric finish. Made in the U.S.A.

Advanced Spectra® design. Buoyant. Multi shot rated on selected threats. Water re-
pellant polyurethane coated CORDURA® fabric finish. Made in the U.S.A.

NIJ Standard–0101.06 
Special threat testing conducted in accordance with NIJ Standard–0101.06 (modified).

NIJ Standard–0101.06 
Special threat testing conducted in accordance with NIJ Standard–0101.06 (modified).

NIJ Standard–0101.06 
Special threat testing conducted in accordance with NIJ Standard–0101.06 (modified).

SHOOTER CUT - SINGLE CURVE

SHOOTER CUT - MULTI CURVE

FULL CUT - SINGLE CURVE

FULL CUT - MULTI CURVE

FULL CUT - SINGLE CURVE

SAPI CUT - MULTI CURVE

SECPRO

SECPRO

 BI 4600  LEVEL IV STAND ALONE

  BI 3800  LEVEL III STAND ALONE

SIZE WEIGHT
10" x 12" 6.0 lb

8" x 10" 3.9 lb

SIZE WEIGHT
10" x 12" 2.2 lb

8" x 10" 1.4 lb

SIZE WEIGHT
10" x 12" 6.7 lb

8” x 10” 4.3 lb

SIZE WEIGHT
10" x 12" 2.4 lb

8” x 10” 1.6 lb

SIZE WEIGHT
11" x 14" 8.4 lb

10.25” x 13.25” 7.3 lb

9.5” x 12.5” 6.3 lb

8.75” x 11.75” 5.4 lb

7.25” x 11.5” 4.3 lb

SIZE WEIGHT
11" x 14" 3.0 lb

10.25” x 13.25” 2.6 lb

9.5” x 12.5” 2.3 lb

8.75” x 11.75” 1.9 lb

7.25” x 11.5” 1.5 lb

CERAMIC/SPECTRA

SPECTRA
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Advanced ceramic/Spectra® design. Mult shot rated on selected threats. Light AP 
protection including 5.56 x 45 M855Water repellant polyurethane coated CORDURA® 
fabric finish. Made in the U.S.A.

Advanced ceramic/Spectra® design. Mult shot rated on selected threats. Light AP 
protection including 5.56 x 45 M855Water repellant polyurethane coated CORDURA® 
fabric finish. Made in the U.S.A.

NIJ Standard–0101.06 
Special threat testing conducted in accordance with NIJ Standard–0101.06 (modified).

NIJ Standard–0101.06 
Tested and verified to meet or exceed ballistic resistance as specified under NIJ 
Standard– 0101.06 plus Special Rifle Threats validated.

SHOOTER CUT - SINGLE CURVE

SHOOTER CUT - SINGLE CURVE

FULL CUT - SINGLE CURVE

FULL CUT - SINGLE CURVE

SECPRO

SECPRO

  BI 3810  LEVEL III+ STAND ALONE

  BI 4800  LEVEL IV STAND ALONE

SIZE WEIGHT
10" x 12" 3.9 lb

8" x 10" 2.5 lb

SIZE WEIGHT
10" x 12" 4.9 lb

8" x 10" 3.2 lb

SIZE WEIGHT
11" x 14" 5.4 lb

10.25” x 13.25” 4.7 lb

9.5” x 12.5” 4.1 lb

8.75” x 11.75” 3.5 lb

7.25” x 11.5” 2.8 lb

SIZE WEIGHT
11" x 14" 6.8 lb

10.25” x 13.25” 5.9 lb

9.5” x 12.5” 5.1 lb

8.75” x 11.75” 4.4 lb

7.25” x 11.5” 3.5 lb

BALLISTIC PLATES
CERAMIC/SPECTRA

CERAMIC/SPECTRA
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SIDE/TRAUMA PLATES

Advanced UHMWPE design. Buoyant. Water repellant polyurethane coated 
CORDURA® fabric finish. Made in the U.S.A.

Tensylon® design. Buoyant. Water repellant polyurethane coated CORDURA® fabric 
finish. Made in the U.S.A.

Tensylon® design. Buoyant. Water repellant polyurethane coated 1000 Denier COR-
DURA® fabric finish. Made in the U.S.A.

NIJ Standard–0101.06 
Special threat testing conducted in accordance with NIJ Standard–0101.06 (modified).

NIJ Standard–0101.06 
Tested and verified to meet or exceed ballistic resistance as specified under NIJ 
Standard– 0101.06 (modified) plus Special Rifle Threats validated.

NIJ Standard–0101.06 
Tested and verified to meet or exceed ballistic resistance as specified under NIJ Stan-
dard– 0101.06 (modified) plus Special Rifle Threats validated.

NIJ Standard–0101.06 
Special threat testing conducted in accordance with NIJ Standard–0101.06 (modified).

SINGLE CURVE - SIDE PLATES

SINGLE CURVE - SIDE PLATES

SINGLE CURVE - SIDE PLATES

FULL CUT - MULTI CURVE

SECPRO

SECPRO

SECPRO

  BI P110 LEVEL IIIA+ STAND ALONE, SIDE AND TRAUMA PLATES

  BI 3110  LEVEL III+ SIDE PLATES

  BI 3100  LEVEL III SIDE PLATES

SIZE TESTING
6" x 8" 0.4 lb

6" x 6" 0.3 lb

SIZE TESTING
6" x 8" 2.5 lb

6" x 6" 1.8 lb

SIZE TESTING
6" x 8" 1.4 lb

6" x 6" 1.0 lb

SIZE TESTING
7" x 9" 0.6 lb

6" x 8" 0.4 lb

5” x 8” 0.4 lb

5” x 7” 0.3 lb

POLYETHELYNE

CERAMIC/COMPOSITE

TENSYLON
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Advanced UHMWPE design. Buoyant. Water repellant polyurethane coated 
CORDURA® fabric finish. Made in the U.S.A.

Ceramic/composite design. Water repellant polyurethane coated CORDURA® fabric 
finish. Made in the U.S.A.

Lightweight ceramic/Spectra® design. Water repellant polyurethane coated 1000 
Denier CORDURA® fabric finish. Made in the U.S.A.

NIJ Standard–0101.06 
Special threat testing conducted in accordance with NIJ Standard–0101.06 (modified).

NIJ Standard–0101.06 
Tested and verified to meet or exceed ballistic resistance as specified under NIJ 
Standard– 0101.06 plus Special Rifle Threats validated.

NIJ Standard–0101.06 
Tested and verified to meet or exceed ballistic resistance as specified under NIJ Stan-
dard– 0101.06 plus Special Rifle Threats validated.

SINGLE CURVE - SIDE PLATES

SINGLE CURVE - SIDE PLATES

SHOOTER CUT - MULTI CURVE

SECPRO

SECPRO

SECPRO

  BI P110 LEVEL IIIA+ STAND ALONE, SIDE AND TRAUMA PLATES   BI L110   SPECIAL RIFLE THREAT STAND ALONE SIDE PLATES

 BI 4100  LEVEL IV SIDE PLATES

 BI 4101  LEVEL IV SIDE PLATES

SIZE TESTING
6" x 8" 2.3 lb

6" x 6" 1.7 lb

SIZE TESTING
6" x 8" 3.2 lb

6" x 6" 2.3 lb

SIZE TESTING
6" x 8" 2.5 lb

6" x 6" 1.8 lb

BALLISTIC PLATES
POLYETHELYNE

CERAMIC/COMPOSITE

CERAMIC/COMPOSITE
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CBRN PROTECTION

SKU - AB-C4-CBRN

CONTACT US

AIRBOSS DEFENSE

AIRBOSS DEFENSE

  C4 CBRN GAS MASK

NBC GAS MASK FILTER

CBRN PROTECTION

CONTACT US

The AirBoss Lightweight CBRN Overboot,is made from butyl rubber for use by military personnel 
and first responders in a CBRN environment. This ambidextrous, antistatic overboot provides 
protection against chemical warfare agents and can be decontaminated to a safe level. It is de-
signed to provide optimum fit and performance. The material used to create the boot is soft and 
will not cause any pressure points to the feet or ankle. 

AIRBOSS   LBM LOW BURDEN CBRN GAS MASK

The AirBoss C4 CBRN Gas Mask is a trusted and essential kit component of military and first 
response forces worldwide. Made with durable molded materials and ballistic polycarbonate 
lenses, it provides excellent protection with minimal burden. Light and comfortable, the AirBoss 
C4 is the ultimate in user comfort and operationability.

The Airboss Defense NBC Filter is a gas mask filter cartridge for NATO approved 
(40mm thread) gas masks. The canister when used in conjunction with a compatible 
gas mask will provide protection from chemical and bioloagical warfare agents, riot 
control agents and toxic industrial materials. 

SIZES : S - XL

SIZES : S - XL
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CBRN PROTECTION

CONTACT US

CONTACT US

HONEYWELL

HONEYWELL

  Silicone Opti-Fit ™ Full Face Tactical Gas Mask

Honeywell Canister

CBRN PROTECTION

CONTACT US

The AirBoss Lightweight CBRN Overboot,is made from butyl rubber for use by military personnel 
and first responders in a CBRN environment. This ambidextrous, antistatic overboot provides 
protection against chemical warfare agents and can be decontaminated to a safe level. It is de-
signed to provide optimum fit and performance. The material used to create the boot is soft and 
will not cause any pressure points to the feet or ankle. 

HONEYWELL   Butyl Rubber Opti-Fit ™ Full Face Respirator

Survivair® Opti-Fit™ Medium Tactical Gas Mask Respirator with a 5 point strap is perfect for first 
responders to use in tactical and riot control circumstances. Three position canister mounting 
along with a center mount suits every possible sitt

Survivair® Opti-Fit™ 40 mm CBRN Canister provides respiratory protection from 
chemical, biological, radiological and nuclear agents as well as toxic industrial chemi-
cals. It conforms to NIOSH standards.

SIZES : S - XL

SIZES : S - XL

SIZES : S - XL

SIZES : S - XL



v
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The AirBoss Lightweight CBRN Overboot,is made from butyl rubber for use by military per-
sonnel and first responders in a CBRN environment. This ambidextrous, antistatic overboot 
provides protection against chemical warfare agents and can be decontaminated to a safe level. 
It is designed to provide optimum fit and performance. The material used to create the boot is 
soft and will not cause any pressure points to the feet or ankle. 

CBRN PROTECTION

SIZES : S - XL

SIZES : S - XL  

SKU - 33051

CONTACT US

The AirBoss Molded Glove (AMG) is butyl rubber protective glove intended for use in both military and first 
response CBRN environments. The AMG offers superior protection, fit and operational efficiency. Users will 
be able to maintain their level of efficiency while wearing the glove and be able to carry out fine motor tasks 
including taking a pulse, manipulating small objects and operating touch screen or keypad devices.

vAIRBOSS

AIRBOSS DEFENSE

  MOLDED CRBN GLOVE

  MALO MOLDED CRBN BOOT

CBRN PROTECTION
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BALLISTIC HELMETS

SECURITY PRO USA
BALLISTIC HELMETS

PASGT MICH MICH HIGH-CUT

HELMETS TYPES

The modern ballistic helmet was designed to protect soldiers from shrap-

nel, fragmentation as well as handgun rounds. At Security Pro USA, all of 

our ballistic helmets offer level IIIA protection in accordance with NIJ stan-

dard 0106.01 for soft body armor. Which combined with it’s low weight, 

high performance and multi-layer casing, creates the ultimate helmet in 

terms of safety, comfort and protection. In addition to providing ballistic 

protection, our military kevlar helmets are in full compliance with the V50 

Ballistic Test for Armor by the Department of Defense MIL-STD 662E. We 

offer only the highest quality helmets available because at Security Pro 

USA, we strive to make you feel safe. 

For more than 20 years, we have been PROtecting your people. Here at 

Security Pro USA, our #1 goal is your safety and we will never lose sight of 

what a privilege it is to protect you. We have long been regarded by both 

government agencies and civilians as the source for Ballistic Helmets. 

Utilizing our vast experience in this highly competitive field, our repre-

sentatives are dedicated to providing our customers with innovative and 

feature-rich Kevlar Helmets. As a result, we offer the industry’s leading 

brands including: SecPro, Armorsource, and Team Wendy. In addition we 

also offer many different styles of helmets such as PASGT helmets and 

MICH ACH helmets in a wide variety of cuts. So, whether you are civilian, 

military or law enforcement, Security Pro USA is the best place to purchase 

your new ballistic helmet.

The PASGT is Designed with a multi-layer con-
structions consisting of aramid and ballistic 
polyethylene to protect the user from ballistic 
hazards and fragmentation. The head harness 
was manufactured with foam cushioned leather 
headband and a comfortable chinstrap including 
base attachment for optional face guard.

The MICH Advanced Combat Helmet (ACH) is an 
NIJ 06’ certified Level IIIA kevlar helmet. Original-
ly designed as an improved version of the PASGT 
style military helmet, the MICH ACH has been en-
gineered to improve the users’ field of vision and 
to allow for a sharper hearing capability.

The MICH ACH High Cut Advanced Combat Ballis-
tic Helmet delivers advanced ballistic protection 
with unsurpassed comfort for long-term use. 
The helmet’s low-profile design reduces the risk 
of interference in target acquisition and ensures 
compatibility with NVGs (night-vision goggles), 
gas masks, and communication devices.

CALL US TOLL FREE - 800-264-8273 31

SIZES : S - XL

SIZES : S - XL  
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BALLISTIC HELMETS

SKU - 10009

The Security Pro USA PASGT ballistic helmet is a high performance, multi-layer, light-
weight combat helmet. This ballistic helmet has been tested and proven to achieve 
a rating of Level IIIA by the USA National Institute of Justice (NIJ 101.06) by defeating 
.357 sig full metal jacket flat nose rounds (FMJ FN) and .44 Magnum semi jacketed 

SECURITY PRO USA   PASGT BALLISTIC HELMET - LEVEL IIIA

BALLISTIC HELMETS

SKU - 10005

SKU - 10004

The MICH Level IIIA Advanced Combat Ballistic Helmet delivers advanced ballistic, frag-
mentation, and impact head protection, with unsurpassed comfort for long-term use. 
An innovative 7-pad suspension system of movable comfort pads provides customized 
sizing and superior comfort. The sized pads conform to the shape of your head to 
distribute the helmet’s weight evenly and comfortable. Simply adjust and move the 
absorbent pads for a flexible, personalized fit.

The Security Pro USA MICH advanced combat helmet (ACH) is an NIJ 06’ certified 
Level IIIA kevlar helmet. Originally designed as an improved version of PASGT style 
military helmet. It has been crafted to allow for an increased field of vision as well 
as sharper hearing capability This unique, ballistic helmet possesses numerous 
built in features that combine to deliver high-quality ballistic protection.

SECURITY PRO USA

SECURITY PRO USA

   MICH/ACH ADVANCED COMBAT HELMET - LEVEL IIIA

   MICH/ACH BALLISTIC HELMET - LEVEL IIIA

 ADD NEW FEATURES 

 ADD NEW FEATURES 

 360-degree MOLLE design

 Full mobility and weight distribution featurest

 SABS tested shock and SABS Tested and Approved Armor.

SIZES : M/L - 3XL | WHITE | BLACK | OD GREEN | ACU

SIZES : M/L - 3XL | WHITE | BLACK | OD GREEN | ACU

SIZES : M/L - 3XL | WHITE | BLACK | OD GREEN | ACU

 NIJ 0101.06 – Level IIIA

 V50 Ballistic Test for Armor, DOD MIL-STD 662E

 Standard PASGT design (MIL-H-44099A)

  Dimensions: Shell Thickness 7.3 +/- 0.8. Weight 2.9lbs

  Standard PASGT design (MIL-H-44099A)



v
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 BALLISTIC HELMETS

SIZES : M/L - 3XL | WHITE | BLACK | OD GREEN | ACU SKU - 10016

SKU - 16007PAUNS025AA

SKU - 16007

Designed to meet the modern realities of the battlefield; the Accessory Rail Com-
bat Helmet (ARCH) delivers on all counts. Superb performance to weight charac-
teristics, full special ops coverage with enhanced awareness due to the reduced 
profile and higher cut. The Accessory Rail Combat Helmet (ARCH) is a new way 
forward for the special forces community.

The Paulson DK6 Riot Face Shield features a universal headband polycarbonate face 
shield system that adapts to all helmets. Designed to fit ACH, MICH and PASGT style 
Military helmets. Integral rubber seal provides a liquid barrier at the helmet / shield 
interface. Shield locks into the stowed or deployed positions and can be released with 
one hand. Pivot and lock assembly can be transferred to the right or left of the shield 
for individual preference. Available in standard 8” length or 6” length (to accommo-
date gas masks), with or without anti-fog coating.

The SECPRO Police Ultimate Anti-Riot Vest provides substantial protection from blunt 
force trauma. In addition the XT model includes a 10” x 12” plate insert for additional 
protection against stabbing. The contour molded outer shell features impact ridges 
that disperse the brunt of the blows, while foam inner padding cushions the body. 
Soft brush and mesh line the inside to reduce abrasion and provide long-term com-

SECURITY PRO USA

PAULSON

PAULSON

  SPECIAL OPERATIONS ARCH BALLISTIC HELMET

  Paulson DK6 Riot Face Shield

  Paulson DK6-X-250AFS Riot Face Shield (.250” Thick)

BALLISTIC HELMETS

 ADD NEW FEATURES 

 360-degree MOLLE design

 Full mobility and weight distribution featurest

 SABS tested shock and SABS Tested and Approved Armor.
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             HELMETS

BALLISTIC HELMETS

SIZES : S - XL | BLACK | OD GREEN | TAN

SIZES : S - XL | BLACK | OD GREEN | TAN

SIZES : S - XL | BLACK | OD GREEN | TAN

SKU - TW-73

The EXFIL® Ballistic features a hybrid composite shell with unique geometry for increased 
strength and optimal fit. Click here for more information.

TEAM WENDY   EXFIL® BALLISTIC HELMET

SKU - TW-72

SKU - TW-71

The EXFIL® LTP (Lightweight, Tactical, Polymer) bump helmet offers a stable, comfortable plat-
form for mounting night vision and other accessories while providing the highest level of impact 
protection. Click here for more information.

The EXFIL® Carbon is made of lightweight carbon fiber and offers the user a choice of pre-in-
stalled liner systems- TPU liner or a Zorbium® foam liner. Click here for more information.

TEAM WENDY

TEAM WENDY

   EXFIL® LTP HELMET

   EXFIL® CARBON HELMET

 ADD NEW FEATURES 

 360-degree MOLLE design

 Full mobility and weight distribution featurest

 SABS tested shock and SABS Tested and Approved Armor.

 NIJ 0101.06 – Level IIIA

 V50 Ballistic Test for Armor, DOD MIL-STD 662E

 Standard PASGT design (MIL-H-44099A)

  Dimensions: Shell Thickness 7.3 +/- 0.8. Weight 2.9lbs

  Standard PASGT design (MIL-H-44099A)



v
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RETENTION SYSTEMS

SKU - 10016

SKU - 11003PAUNSNSZAA

The CAM FIT™ Retention System utilizes cam-lock sliders for one-handed adjustment 
and secure fit. The Boa® Closure System stabilizes the weight of the helmet by dis-
tributing a light, even pressure around the head, similar in feel to a baseball cap. The 
adjustment straps and chin-cup have been designed for a close, comfortable fit to 
the wearer’s face. The asymmetric design keeps the buckle tucked smoothly along 
the jaw line while maintaining a snug, even feel around the chin-cup. The ultra-suede 
chin-cup lining ensures maximum comfort and chafe-free wear at any temperature.

The CAM FIT™ H-back retention system utilizes cam-lock sliders which allow for 
one-handed adjustment and secure fit. The adjustment straps and chin-cup have 
been designed for a close, comfortable fit to the wearer’s face. The asymmetric de-
sign keeps the buckle tucked smoothly along the jaw line while maintaining a snug, 
even feel around the chin-cup. The ultrasuede chin-cup lining ensures maximum 
comfort and chafe-free wear at any temperature.v

TEAM WENDY

TEAM WENDY

  CAM FIT™ Retention System

  CAM FIT™ H-Back Retention Systemt

RETENTION SYSTEMS



HELMET LINER SYSTEMS

SKU - TW-04

SKU - 1234567890123456

SKU - TW-04-CFP-BK
SKU - TW-03-CFP-BK

SKU - TW-90-01

TEAM WENDY

TEAM WENDY

TEAM WENDY

TEAM WENDY   ZORBIUM® ACTION PAD (ZAP™)

Velcro® brand hook disks not included | Also Available in 1” pads

The Zorbium® Action Pad (ZAP™) 7-Pad NSN System is the standard issue system authorized 
for use in all United States Army, United States Marine Corps and the United States Navy 
ground combat helmets. The ZAP™ system is compatible with ACH, LWH, MICH and ECH ballistic 
helmets.

  ZORBIUM® Action Pad (ZAP™) 7-Pad NSN System

 The set includes seven ZAP™ pads (¾ inch)

 1 circular crown pad (NSN 8470-01-546-9415)

 2 trapezoid pads (NSN 8470-01-546-9407)

 4 oblong pads (NSN 8470-01-546-9356)

The EPIC Air™ Combat Helmet Liner System takes comfort and protection to a whole new level. 
The system features a base line Zorbium® impact liner with integrated air channels and cus-
tomizable comfort pads. EPIC Air™ is designed to fit most styles of ground combat helmets and 
is compatible with all styles of communications headsets. The EPIC Air™ is available in two sizes: 
M/L (size 1) and XL (size 2) (select the size that matches your helmet shell size). Velcro® brand 
hook disks not included.

Team Wendy’s EPIC™ (Enhanced Protection, Individual Comfort) Combat Helmet Liner System 
consists of a one-piece protective impact liner and 22 adjustable comfort pads provided in four 
shapes (oblong, trapezoid, tapered trapezoid, and triangle) and two thicknesses (3/16-inch “thin” 
and 3/8-inch “thick”). The comfort pad set also includes four Ultra Grip™ pads for added stability 
and two sweat bands for moisture absorption. EPIC™’s design utilizes Team Wendy’s proven 
Zorbium® foam technology, offering leading edge impact protection without adversely affecting 
weight or heat dissipation. EPIC™ fits all standard ground combat helmets. Velcro® brand hook 
disks not included. 

   EPIC Air™ Combat Helmet Liner System

  EPIC™ Combat Helmet Liner System
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HELMET LINERS



  

HELMET PARTS / ACCESSORIES
TEAM WENDY

TEAM WENDY

TEAM WENDY

TEAM WENDY

   EXFIL® Ballistic Mesh Helmet Covers

  EXFIL® Peltor™ Headset Adapter / Quick Release

  EXFIL® Picatinny Quick Release Adapter

  EXFIL® Counterweight Kit

SIZES: 1 (M/L) SIZE 2 (XL)  RANGER GREEN 
BLACK | COYOTE BROWN | MULTI-CAM CONTACT US

CONTACT US

SKU - TW-71-CAK-BK

SKU - TW-70-QRR

 Designed for use with Team Wendy’s EXFIL® Ballistic helmet

 Material: Nylon mesh (MultiCam® in polyester)

 Easy installation and removal via hook/loop attachment allows rapid change of helmet 

 pattern, no tools required

 Close fitting cover creates a secure fit to the shell that also protects the helmet finish

 loop patches on the cover attach gear or patches to the outside of the helmet

 Available for Ballistic, Carbon, and LTP helmets.t

 This counterweight kit adds weight to the rear of the helmet to compensate for night vision   
and other front mounted devices, improving stability and reducing neck fatigue

 Attaches with hook/loop and is additionally secured to side rails with included webbing (EX  
FIL® Ballistic) or shockcord (EXFIL® SAR)

 Customizable kit available in two sizes: Small- adustable up to 0.75lbs. using (3) 0.25lb.   
weights, Large- adjustable up to 1.5lbs. using (3) 0.5lb. weights

 Includes fully coated lead weights

 Works with all Peltor COMTAC systems

 Eliminates rigid metal headband, providing better fitment and comfort

 2 thumbscrew attachment allows system to be easily adjusted while remaining secure with  
 universal hardware

 QUICK RELEASE VERSION: Tool free attachment directly to the quick release slot on EXFIL®  
 Accessory Mounting System

 Open and closed positions allow quick donning and doffing of helmet

 Wiring is easily routed in or outside the helmet shell

 Compatible with the Team Wendy EXFIL® Helmet Rail 2.0 Accessory Mounting System

 Provides a tool-free attachment method for headborne accessories

 Quickly attach/detach mounted accessories from the rail system

 Mount options: included 5-Slot NAR/MIL-STD-1913 mounting rails, or use as a base for other   
accessories

 Open and closed positions allow quick donning and doffing of helmet

 Wiring is easily routed in or outside the helmet shell

CALL US TOLL FREE - 800-264-8273 37

HELMET ACCESORIES



HELMET PARTS / ACCESSORIES

NSN : 123456790123456  |  ECCN : 123456789v0123456
BLACK | RANGER GREEN | TAN

CONTACT US

NSN : 123456790123456  |  ECCN : 123456789v0123456
Velcro® brand hook disks not included | Also Available in 1” pads CONTACT US

NSN : 123456790123456  |  ECCN : 123456789v0123456
Velcro® brand hook disks not included | Also Available in 1” pads CONTACT US

NSN : 123456790123456  |  ECCN : 123456789v0123456
Velcro® brand hook disks not included | Also Available in 1” pads CONTACT US

TEAM WENDY

TEAM WENDY

TEAM WENDY

TEAM WENDY

  EXFIL® Oxygen Mask Strap Kit

  Shock Cord Kit

  Princeton Tec® Charge MPLS Helmet Light Mount

 Snaps into the Team Wendy EXFIL® Helmet Rail 2.0 Accessory Mounting System

 Compatible with Airborne Systems PHAOS and SOLR™ and Cobham PHANTOM™ O2 masks

 Snapdragon quick release buckle on right strap

 Team Wendy Cam-lock Buckles for strap adjustment and position lock

 Mount options: direct to mask or utilize OEM front straps

*Mask not included

 This Helmet Shock Cord Kit will provide additional stability to night vision devices

 Easily slides into the upper T-slot of the EXFIL® Ballistic, Carbon, and LTP helmets – allowing  
 quick and easy attachment and removal

 Length is adjusted by simply knotting at the desired size

 The PrincetonTec® Charge Adapter mounts the Princeton Tec® Charge MPLS Helmet Light  
 onto all Team Wendy EXFIL® helmet rails

 This mount ensures that Charge MPLS remains a low profile helmet light

 The Charge MPLS combines a powerful spot beam and low profile color or IR flood task 

 lighting into one compact unit

8 VELCRO® brand hook disks for combat helmet pad installation.

  VELCRO® BRAND HOOK DISKS
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TACTICAL GLOVES

SIZES : S - 2XL

SIZES : S - 2XL

SIZES : S - 3XL  |  NSN : 123456790123456  |  ECCN : 123456789v0123456

When you have important work, outdoor or tactical situations to be completed, Sec-
Pro Superior gloves are your best choice. These large gloves are designed to take 
whatever you need to get your hands on or in, and see you through safely to the end. 
Your choice in operational gloves could mean the difference between coming home 
with ten fingers, or fewer.

When you have important work, outdoor or tactical situations to be completed, Sec-
Pro Superior Service Touch Gloves are your best choice. Equipped with the same 
great features as the full-finger variety, these gloves are designed to take whatever 
you need to get your hands on or in, and see you through safely to the end. Your 
choice in operational gloves could mean the difference between coming home with 
ten fingers, or fewer.

SECPRO

SECURITY PRO USA

  SUPERIOR SERVICE HARD KNUCKLE LEATHER GLOVES

SUPERIOR SERVICE TOUCH HARD KNUCKLE GLOVES

SKU - 33009
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TACTICAL GLOVES

Our SecPro Warrior Touch Hard Knuckle Tactical Gloves offer the same high perfor-
mance features as the full-finger version as well as increased performance when using 
your firearm.. Armed with injection molded polymer knuckles and strategically rein-
forced leather pads in high wear areas. These gloves are the perfect glove for any 
situation.

SECPRO    WARRIOR TOUCH HARD KNUCKLE LEATHER GLOVES

 Ultra-strong Velcro system offers secure and comfortable adjustment

 Hard knuckle construction offers protection from blows and strikes

 High-quality leather construction

 Half-finger design offers superior performance and ease of use when handling a weapon

 Bendable

SKU - 33012

SKU - 33010



 15 Foot Reach

 Contact Stun (Stun Gun Backup)

 Compact Size

 Long-Life Replaceable Battery
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LESS LETHAL

LESS LETHAL
X26P TASER - FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT
The TASER X26P is a piece of law enforcement technology that’s been 
improved inside and out, with an intuitive design, diagnostics, and 
charge metering. A single-shot device that does not require replac-
ing inventories of cartridges. Its intuitive design makes for a smooth 
transition to the next generation of Smart Weapons. Redesigned 
from the ground up, the new XPPM helps protect the cartridge blast 
doors from damage during field use, and the new forward-facing 
design makes for more efficient reload.
 

X26C TASER - FOR CIVILIANS
The TASER X26c series offers the highest take-down power available. 
With innovative Shaped Pulse and Electro-Muscular Disruption (EMD) 
technologies, the TASER X26c temporarily overrides the central 
nervous system, limiting muscular control. It debilitates even the 
most aggressive persons and is even effective on persons under the 
influence of drugs and/or alcohol. 

The Lamperd Less Lethal Defender II is a shoulder fired, 20 Gauge Less Lethal delivery system that operates on the time tested 5 round revolver action. This 
gun has a 18 ¾ inch barrel that is extremely accurate, and serves it very well for those long distant shots for public order – 400 fps (272.7 mph, 438.9 km/h) 
Defender II is compact enough to be deployed in Close Quarter Battle situations.

T E C H N O L O G I E S

DEFENDER II LAMPERD LESS LETHAL

X26P TASER

X26C TASER - YELLOW/BLACK

40 SECURITYPROUSA.COM
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SKU - TSR-X26C
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PEPPER SPRAY

SKU - 50010SPUNSNSZBK 

SKU - 50011SPUNSNSZBK

SKU - 50009SPUNSNSZBK 

Designed for police and civilians alike; the SecPro 0.75 oz Flip-Top MK-6 Stream OC Pepper 
Spray allows the user protect themselves by quickly incapacitate multiple threats from a safe 
distance by discharging a High Intensity Level III ballistic stream at your assailant. Proudly made 
in the US, the unit  contains a 10% OC formulation at 2,000,000 SHU 1.25 % TC (Total Capsaici-
noids) that offers 25% more stopping power than leading brands such as Sabre.

Designed for police and civilians alike; the SecPro Ballistic Stream OC Pepper Gel - Level III - 
0.75 oz. allows the user protect themselves by quickly incapacitate multiple threats from a safe 
distance by discharging a level III direct target gel that eliminates wind blowback with no in-air 
atomization, meaning it only affects the target/person it directly contacts. Gel also offers a 20% 
greater range than traditional pepper spray as it won’t spread through HVAC systems and is de-
signed not to affect others in the immediate area. 

SECURITY PRO USA

SECURITY PRO USA

  Compact High Intensity Cone OC Pepper Spray

SecPro Ballistic Stream OC Pepper Spray Gel - Level III
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PEPPER SPRAY

Boasts a powerful level III ballistic stream delivery system which reduces wind blow-back and 
increased accuracy. While the built-in light on the top allows for greater target visibility when the 
flip-top mechanism is in the firing position. Please note that state and local laws prohibit ship-
ment of this model to: AK, DC, HI, MA & NY. Expiration Date: 5 years from date of manufacture.

SECURITY PRO USA    Advanced Police Strength OC Pepper Spray

 0% OC formu lation at 2,000,000 SHU 1.25 % TC (Total Capsaicinoids) 

 ASTA Method 21.3, latest measurement standard.

 Spring Loaded Flip Top Safety prevents accidental discharges.

 UV Dye aids in identifying assailants

 Safe for use with EMD devices (Electro-Muscular Disruptor) such as TASER™.

 Formulation: Oleoresin Capsicum (OC) combined with a Non-Flammable carrier.

 UV dye added for easy identification, putting the subject at the scene of incidence.

 SecPro OC sprays are safe for use with Electro Muscular Disruption (EMD) technology, such as Taser.

 Level III Ballistic Stream offers effective range of 18 ft 

 UV Marking Dye aids in identifying assailants

 0% OC formu lation at 2,000,000 SHU 1.25 % TC (Total Capsaicinoids) 

 ASTA Method 21.3, latest measurement standard.

 UV Marking Dye aids in identifying assailants

 Durable metal clip allows for easy attachment to holster or duty belt.



Detection equipment to keep any establishment safe from
ballistic, chemical, or drug related threats

DETECTION
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      03: DETECTION
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GARRETT METAL DETETECTORS

HAND-HELD METAL DETECTORS

SKU - GAR-1165190 

The Garrett Super Scanner is the most recognized hand-held metal detector in the world. Originally designed for use at the 1984 Olympic 
Games, and continually updated to meet evolving metal detection needs. 
 

  Ultimate sensitivity - Detects medium sized pistol from 9” distance; large knife from 6”; razor blades and box cutters from 3”  distance; 
foil-wrapped drugs and tiny jewelry from 1”.  

  All Metal Detection - Detects ferrous, non-ferrous and  stainless steel weapons, contraband, and other metallic objects.  
  Self-calibrating - Digital microprocessor technology eliminates the need for periodic sensitivity adjustments. 
  Rugged, high-impact ABS case - Reinforced coil compartment. Exceeds Mil-Std-810F (drop test) Method 516.5, procedures II and IV. 
  Sharp audible alarm and bright red LED indicates the detection of metal. 
  Large 8” (20.3 cm) scan surface for quick, thorough scanning.

GARRETT - SUPER SCANNER V 

The PD 6500i leads the industry with superior pinpoint technology and unmatched 
discrimination features. Designed for maximum throughput without compromising 
security, the PD 6500i is the walk-through of choice for security professionals world-
wide. 

PD 6500i is an “Approved Product for Homeland Security” under the SAFETY Act.

  PD 6500i™ Enhanced Pinpoint Walk-Through Metal Detector

GARRETT

The MZ 6100’s twenty zones provide precise location of one or more objects simulta-
neously. Multiple targets are indicated simultaneously via bright LED zone indicators. 
Equipped with optional casters and battery module, the MZ 6100 can be rapidly de-
ployed at special events, schools, and other large venues. No wires to deal with. Easy 
to move to another location with a moment’s notice.

    MZ 6100™ Walk-Through Metal Detector 

CALL US TOLL FREE - 800-264-8273 43



The SuperWand’s 360° detection field provides uniform sensitivity and tip pinpointing to detect 
weapons and other metal objects with extreme accuracy. From U.S. airports to sporting events, 
the lightweight SuperWand is the hand-held of choice for today’s  
security screener.

With a new lost pinpointer alarm, increased durability and sensitivity, Garrett’s new CSI 
Pro-Pointer II has everything you’ve come to trust from the original… and more!

 Shrink detection field to precisely pinpoint large targets

 Help identify edges of large target 

 Help gauge target size/distance
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HANDHELD METAL DETECTORS

SKU - GAR-116580 

The E3500 explosives trace detector uses chemiluminescence to detect homemade, 
military and commercial explosives, including ICAO taggants, plastics, ammonium ni-
trate, black powder, other nitrates and TATP.

Built to withstand rough handling and tough environments, the E3500 packs potent 
detection capability into a lightweight, durable thermoplastic housing. The handheld 
E3500 analyzes both particulate and vapor samples in seconds, without the need for 
radioactive isotopes or carrier gases. hollow point (SJHP) rounds at velocities travel-
ing up to 1450 ft/s. Additionally, in full compliance and rated by the V50 Ballistic Test 
for Armor, by the Department of Defense MIL-STD 662E.

GARRETT   SUPERWAND HANDHELD METAL DETECTOR

HANDHELD DETECTION

SKU - GAR-1166020

CONTACT US

GARRETT

SCINTREX

   CSI PRO-POINTER II

   PORTABLE EXPLOSIVE DETECTION DEVICE

II
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HANDHELD METAL DETECTORS

CONTACT US

CONTACT US

CONTACT US

The SEEKERe EDK (Explosive Detection kit) from DetectaChem represents the cutting 
edge in portable detection. The SEEKERe EDK has been designed with features 
specifically requested by end users in the US DOD and government agencies around 
the world.

One-handed operation, a protective rubber boot, and a sealed, water-resistant 
enclosure make this the ultimate ruggedized battle-ready detector. Industry leading 
automated colorimetrics provide accurate detection capability with complete detection 
screening from a single test.

SCINTREX

DETECTACHEM

DETECTACHEM

  SEEKERe TRACE DETECTION

  SEEKERe DDK Drug and Narcotics Detection Kit

  SEEKERe EDK  Explosives Detection Kit

HANDHELD DETECTION

Positively identify the presence of explosives or narcotics in seconds with the robust, 
lightweight EN3300. Bred for performance in the harshest environments, the EN3300 
uses superior ion mobility spectrometry technology to detect microscopic amounts of 
volatile compounds, and delivers extremely fast, accurate results.

Weighing less than 9 pounds, the battery-operated EN3300 is ergonomically designed 
for optimal user-friendliness, making the unit a solid choice for specialty security staff. 
Sample collection is fast and easy using the rugged sample trap or by suction through 
the vapor inlet port.

The SEEKERe DDK (Drug Detection kit) from DetectaChem represents the cutting edge 
in portable detection. The SEEKERe DDK has been designed with features specifically 
requested from end users in the US DOD and government agencies around the world.

One-handed operation, a protective rubber boot and a sealed, water-resistant enclosure 
make this the ultimate ruggedized battle-ready detector. Industry-leading automated 
colorimetrics provide accurate detection capability with complete detection screening 
from a single test.
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X-RAY SYSTEMS/SCANNERS

X-RAY SYSTEMS

The Scanna Scanmax 25 is a large capacity x-ray system designed for general 
purpose mail and parcel security x-ray screening. Scanmax 25 has a large capacity 
x-ray mailscreening chamber of 56 x 42 cm making it the perfect postal x-ray scanner 
for checking bundles of letters, courier deliveries, york trays, parcels and handbags. 
Scanmax 25 produces an extremely detailed x-ray image of an item’s contents which is 
displayed on screen for fast and easy viewing. Scanmax 25 software offers a range of 
color density based contrasts, allowing operators to quickly and accurately distinguish 
between legitimate harmless items and malicious mail and be able to instantly confirm 
a parcel’s safety.

SCANNA   Scanmax 25 Cabinet X-Ray Scanner

SKU: SCANMAX-225

SKU: SCANMAX-15

CONTACT US

The Scanna Scanmax 225 is a large capacity color mail and parcel x-ray scanner with 
built-in networking and advanced image analysis features. Using state-of-the-art high 
resolution camera technology, the Scanmax 225 is able to quickly produce on-screen 
high definition images of an item’s content. These images can then later be enhanced, 
printed, annotated or stored in a database for training purposes or shared over a net-
work for remote analysis. The camera improvements also allow electronic components 
and circuitry to be defined more clearly than ever before, allowing x-ray operators to 
more easily distinguish harmless mail from malicious mail such as letterbombs.

Scanmax 15 is a space-saving color postal cabinet x-ray scanner for checking bundles 
of letters, documents and small packages.

Its compact size allows you to site it on a standard desk-top or under a desk or mailroom 
bench making it ideal for locations where space is limited.

Scanmax 15 can also be supplied as a freestanding cabinet on a wheeled trolley base.

Ideal for inspecting oversized and out-of-gauge objects, the 100100BZD brings the 
power and precision of Autoclear’s patented multi-energy backscatter X-ray technol-
ogy to cargo and large baggage inspection. Rapid, accurate and easy to use, the high 
performance 100100BZD penetrates deeper into parcels and bags to give operators 
better decision-making data more safely and more rapidly than similar systems.

This system is an essential tool for detecting military-grade, homemade and liquid ex-
plosives, IEDs, ceramic and composite weapons, gems and minerals, currency, banned 
organic matter and narcotics.

The 100100BZD operates from a single generator, computer, software set, LCD and 
HV power supply, reducing lifetime costs of ownership, MTBR and maintenance over 
other similar systems.

SCANNA

SCANNA

AUTOCLEAR

   Scanmax 225 Cabinet X-Ray Scanner

   Scanmax 15 Cabinet X-Ray Scanner

1 00100BZD Multi-energy Backscatter

SKU: SCANMAX-25



  

X-RAY SYSTEMS/SCANNERS
3DX-RAY

3DX-RAY

SCANNA

SCANNA

   FLATSCAN-15 PORTABLE X-RAY SCANNING SYSTEM

  SCANWEDGE

  ScanX12 PORTABLE CR SCANNER

  FLATSCAN-TPXi PORTABLE X-RAY SCANNING SYSTEM
CONTACT US

CONTACT US

CONTACT US

CONTACT US
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The FLATSCAN 15 size and weight provide bomb disposal squads with most us-
er-friendly X-RAY imaging tool in terms of handling and transportation. Our process 
free films are able to cover the majority of genuine cases that bomb squads face on a 
daily basis. This is achieved within just 3.5kg of high-tech equipment. Designed both 
for and according to the requiremenets of investigation teams the FLATSCAN 15 and 
our CP’s X-RAY sources offer the perfect portability and volume that required, for ex-
ample, by an inner car inspection.

Quick and simple to deploy, the system produces high quality real-time x-ray images 
for rapid and accurate decision making. The slim detector panel is positioned behind 
the target; the generator is placed in front. The scan is activated from the laptop im-
aging station.

The FlatScan-TPXi’s large 535mm x 412mm imaging area enables the operator to 
scan typical bags and packages in a single scan. Penetrating up to 29mm steel at 
120kV and 40mm at 160kV the FlatScan-TPXi produces sub-millimeter resolution im-
ages. 

In response to the increased need for security checks of suspicious or unattended 
items, we have now introduced an inexpensive robust flat panel x-ray imager.

Developed specifically for portable x-ray screening in tough law enforcement and 
EOD environments, The Scanwedge has a unique flat panel design which allows it to 
be used in even the most confined spaces. scanwedge can be used from different  
orientations and produces high-quality x-ray images.

The ScanX12 scanning device, digitally scans the plates in less than 1 minute and you 
can then analyze, enhance and record the image on the laptop pc using the custom-
ized ScanView Security Inspection software.

The ScanX12 produces extremely high resolution x-ray images up to 50 microns with 
over 65,000 grayscales making it an invaluable system for those who need to make 
fast, accurate decisions.The ScanX12 comes with three permutations of x-ray genera-
tors, depending upon the requirements and task specifications of the job.

X-RAY SYSTEMS



INSPECTION MIRRORS

CONTACT US

CONTACT US

CONTACT US

CONTACT US

LESTER BROSSARD

LESTER BROSSARD

SALIENT

SALIENT

  INSPECTION MIRRORS P-120IMLW - CONVEX MIRRORS

  INSPECTION MIRRORS P-120IM - CONVEX MIRRORS

  1000N UNDER VEHICLE INSPECTION MIRROR

  EXFIL® Ballistic Helmet Comfort Pad Replacement Kit

 Available in Round Convex Mirror

 12 inch Size

 Equipped with adjustable swivel for infinite adjustment

 Has a heavy duty extruded rubber rim to help prevent damaging objects when maneuvering

 Available with tripod ballbearing caster wheels, allowing full range of motion with effortless maneuvering.

 Light weight 51” handle

 Low 3.5 ground clearance

  Available with flashlight, batteries, and mounting bracket

  For indoor or outdoor use

 12 inch size

   Convex Mirror

 7 lbs weight

 Equipped with adjustable swivel

 Has a heavy duty extruded rubber rim to help prevent damaging objects when maneuvering

 Light weight handle

 Low 3.5 ground clearance

 For indoor or outdoor use

 Length: extended 63”(160 cm) collapsed 27”(68.58cm)

 Complete with 12” (30.48cm) convex acrylic mirror. Optional 12” flat acrylic mirror. 

 Mirror lens is replaceable and interchangeable. 

 Multi angle mirror & permanent tension arm allows flexible mirror adjustment. 

 Lightweight approximately 3.5 lbs, (1.58 kg).

The Series 1000N-ALK is one of our under vehicle models. This model uses the same 
integral light source design as the 3000N Series. A high intensity cluster LED lamp and 
lightweight, streamlined battery case eliminates exposed wiring, for easy access under 
vehicles. Optional: 4 multi directional caster wheels.

The Series 1000N-ALK model has a lightweight fiberglass extension pole with handle 
grip and arm rest.

The series 054 is our economical lightweight telescoping pole with wheels for under 
vehicle searching with a “D” cell flashlight clip.
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INSPECTION MIRRORS
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FORENSICS

FORENSICS
Crime Scene Investigation and Lab Equipment 

Expray Explosive Detection Spray

SPECTROLINE ALLPrint NIK

As a leader of law enforcement supplies and equipment, Security 
Pro USA is a committed to providing cutting edge crime scene sup-
plies and equipment from leading brands such as Forensic Source 
and Mistral Security. Our wide selection of products includes 
forensic products for fingerprinting, evidence and specimen 
collection and preservation products. We also have a wide variety 
of fingerprinting and latent print collection supplies as well as lab 
equipment for lab professionals and investigators. 
We have most forensics products available for order. Contact 
us for specific requests.

A unique explosive aerosol test technol-
ogy, Expray®, detects both trace and 
substance levels of explosives as well as 
homemade explosive (HME) precursors. 
Commonly used by armed forces in Iraq 
and Afghanistan, Expray® helps detect 
a wide spectrum of explosives and HME 
precursors quickly and effectively.

4 WATT LONG WAVE UV LAMP 
The Spectroline EA-140 is a 4 watt Long wave3 UV 
lamp that allows you to quickly verify documents, 
detect fake IDs and spot counterfeit currency.

FINGERPRINT SPRAY 
Allprint is the pre-packed solution for the detec-
tion and visualization of fingerprints. 
Simply spray with Allprint, flush with water, fin-
gerprints appear dark against the light surface. 

NIK Narcotic Testing Systems 
The NIK® System of Narcotics Identification was 
developed as a means of rapidly screening and 
presumptively identifying substances suspected 
of being illegal drugs. 

HANDGUNS

CONTACT US SKU - MIS-02010 SKU - NIK-1006166

CALL US TOLL FREE - 800-264-8273 49
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FORENSICS

SKU - NIK-1005978

Recommended for narcotics identification operations where portability and ease-of-
use are prime considerations. This notebook-size kit fits any briefcase or zipbrief. The 
20 tests presumptively identify 25 different controlled substances. Kit includes two 
each of tests A, B, C, D, E, G, J, K, L and U; four each of Acid Neutralizer (Test F); Poly-
testing Report Pad and Identidrug Desk Chart. 

NIK   1005978 Porta-Pac

FORENSICS

SKU - CMI-AB 

SKU - 1234567890123456

The AlcoBlow handheld breath alcohol test is an efficient and easy way to quickly gauge 
whether a person has consumed alcohol. The perfect blood alcohol test to screen for 
alcohol use in a zero tolerance situation.

The SEEKERe from DetectaChem represents the cutting edge in portable detection. 
Everything on the SEEKERe has been engineered to meet military requirements and to 
be the go-to handheld detector for forces around the world.

PLACEHOLDER

DETECTACHEM

   PLACEHOLDER

   SEEKER Explosives and Drugs Detector



      04: EOD & BLAST CONTAINMENT SOLUTIONS
With over 20 years of experience as an industry leader in the field of  bomb 

disposal and containment; we offer custom and comprehensive solutions

EOD
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SKU - 36003 BLACK | OD GREEN | TAN

CONTACT US

SKU - CONTACT US

SECPRO

SECURITY PRO USA

  EOD COOLING SUIT

  EOD CONTROL ROBOT

SecPro Multi-Use EOD Robot is a modular unmanned EOD (explosive ordnance dispos-
al) robot designed to disarm bombs, WMD’s (weapons of mass destruction) and IED’s 
(improvised explosive devices) without putting the bomb squad operators life at risk. 

With a fully modular design including a removable arm and a variety of different at-
tachments. The SecPro Multi-Use EOD Robot can be used for a variety of different 
functions including under vehicle inspection, remote x-ray, luggage handling and IED 
disruption. 
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EOD EQUIPMENT

SECPRO
ADVANCED EOD SUIT

The SecPro Advanced EOD Suit is currently in service in many countries 

throughout the world with Bomb Disposal Teams, the SecPro EOD Bomb 

Disposal Suit is a state-of-the-art garment specifically designed to give the 

highest level of protection with the maximum comfort and flexibility to the 

user.

 

The ballistic levels and materials used in the various components of the 

SecPro EOD Bomb Disposal Suit are tested and evaluated to the full quality 

assurance standards laid down by the appropriate Government organiza-

tions. We are proud to announce the introduction of our latest 2015 Model 

the Security Pro USA Advanced EOD Suit. 

The SecPro Advanced EOD Suit is designed to offer the maximum protec-

tion with the minimum weight making it one of the world’s most advanced 

high-performance cost-effective suits available. The suit is in service in 

countless countries throughout the world and as such has proved itself 

operationally on numerous occasions. Our latest Suit Generation suit aims 

to be the most comfortable and flexible suit available offering the highest 

levels of protection against the blast threats. 
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The SecPro EOD Cooling Suit is designed to offer a safe and cool environment for people who 
must maintain a high level of efficiency and concentration under extreme heat. The suit can be 
worn with commercially available equipment. Pockets to accommodate the power pack, con-
trols and ice reservoir can be provided at no extra cost on the back of the suit. 



  

EOD SOLUTIONS
MISTRAL

MISTRAL

SECPRO

SECURITY PRO USA

   BLAST RESISTANT TRASH RECEPTACLE - L1

  BALLISTIC BOMB BLANKET

  BOMB BLANKET CARRY BAG - 3’ x 3’

  BALLISTIC BLAST CONTAINER
CONTACT US

CONTACT US

SKU - 36002 

SKU - 36002bag
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Bomb Blankets are used for blast mitigation and minimizing the risk of secondary 
fragmentation from Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs). They are effective against 
most pipe bombs, hand grenade fragments, fragmentation caused by pressure and 
electrical explosions.

Utilizing the latest in Aramid and Kevlar technologies, we manufacture bomb blankets 
by stitching layers of Kevlar with other proprietary materials, providing a lightweight, 
flexible bomb suppression blanket that better absorbs the blast impact and resulting 
fragmentation minimizing blast impact.

Blast Resistant Trash Receptacles are very important for public safety in today’s 
world. Blast Containment Receptacles (BCRs) are designed to protect the public from 
the harmful effects of an explosion. BCR combines high-strength inner and decora-
tive outer painted or stainless steel shells. BCRs provide true protection to the public 
360° around the trash can and confines the blast effect of an IED located anywhere in 
the inner storage area.  
 
Protection: Level 1 (Please contact for TNT equivelant)

Blast resistant trash cans are very important for public safety in today’s world. Blast 
Containment Receptacles (BCRs) are designed to protect the public from the harm-
ful effects of an explosion. BCR combines high-strength inner and decorative outer 
painted or stainless steel shells.

BCRs provide true protection to the public - 360° around the trash can and confines 
the blast effect of explosives located anywhere in the inner storage area. 
 
Protection: Level 3.

The Security Pro USA Carry Bag for Bomb Blankets allows for the secure storage and 
transport of any of our bomb blankets. Custom sizes available. 

BLAST CONTAINERS



Training never ends for the modern-day police officer, combat soldier and firefighter who constantly face 
new challenges posed by terroristic threats, trafficking and cyber crimes. 

TRAINING
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      05: TRAINING AIDS
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CONTACT US

M4 Replica Open Stock Training Carbine
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BLUE GUNS

BLUE GUNS
TRAINING WEAPONS 

GLOCK 17/22/31 H&K USP 9MM COLT 1911

Blue Guns introduces the most detailed and extensive line of 
non-lethal training aids on the market today. All products are ex-
act castings of the actual weapons used for Law Enforcement and 
Military Training.

Each training aid is hand crafted in strong impact-resistant 
polyurethane. All long guns have added steel reinforcement, 
preventing bending and flexing while maintaining the handling 
and balance of the actual weapon they represent. Handguns will 
function in high security duty holsters, activating any safety device, 
enabling safe draw stroke training and gun retention drills. Rail 
guns will also accept mounted accessories, just like the real thing.

Each training aid is fabricated in “Law Enforcement Blue,” the most 
recognized safety color throughout the world.

REPLICA TRAINING BLUE GUN REPLICA TRAINING BLUE GUN REPLICA TRAINING BLUE GUN 

HANDGUNS

MOST MODELS AVAILABLE. CONTACT US FOR SPECIFIC REQUESTS AND/OR BULK ORDERS

CALL US TOLL FREE - 800-264-8273 55



TRAINING REPLICAS

CONTACT US

CONTACT US

CONTACT US

CONTACT US

Train safely by using a BlueGun simulator instead of a real weapon. This inert,  
detailed replica of the Glock 19/23/32 gives trainees the confidence to handle, bal-
ance and use this firearm.

Available in more frame sizes.

Train safely by using a BlueGun simulator instead of a real weapon. This inert,  
detailed replica of the AK-47 Carbine gives trainees the confidence to handle, balance 
and use this firearm.

BLUE GUNS

BLUE GUNS

BLUE GUNS

BLUE GUNS

  GLOCK 19/23/32 Replica Training Gun

  H&K USP 9mm Replica Training Gun

  M4 Open Stock Replica Training Carbine

  AK-47 Replica Training Rifle
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Train safely by using a BlueGun simulator instead of a real weapon. This inert,  
detailed replica of the H&K USP 9mm gives trainees the confidence to handle, 
balance and use this firearm.

Train safely by using a BlueGun simulator instead of a real weapon. This inert,  
detailed replica of the M4 Open Stock Carbine gives trainees the confidence to han-
dle, balance and use this firearm.

BLUE GUNS



Most blue guns can be ordered in blue, black, or period gun finish. Guns can also be 
ordered in the weighted version so it will weigh the actual weight of the real gun.

Ring’s Manufacturing crafts the most detailed, accurate and extensive line of “Firearm 
Simulators” on the market today. All of our products are inert detailed replicas of ac-
tual weapons designed for Law Enforcement and Military Training.

Each product is made with strong, impact-resistant polyurethane with steel reinforce-
ment. This prevents bending and flexing while maintaining the detail, handling and 
balance of the actual weapon they represent.

Each gun is fabricated in “Law Enforcement Blue” - the most recognized safety color 
in the world. Ask for “BLUEGUNS “, a realistic & safe alternative to using live firearms 
in training situation

TRAINING REPLICAS

CONTACT US

CONTACT US

CONTACT US

CONTACT US

Team Wendy’s Non-Ballistic Training Plates allow you to train like you fight without 
risk to life-saving ballistic body armor. The training plates are made from virtually 
indestructible, density-modifiable, cross-linked polyurethane that will not crack or 
break when hit, dropped or impacted. Designed to replicate the weight, shape, curva-
ture and thickness of actual ballistic plates, they are stiff enough to hold their shape, 
yet flexible enough to easily insert into any carrier. The chest plates measure 8.75” x 
11.75,” weigh 5 lbs, and have a multi-curve shape. Chest plates come in pairs of two.

Most blue guns can be ordered in blue, black, or period gun finish. Guns can also be 
ordered in the weighted version so it will weigh the actual weight of the real gun.

Ring’s Manufacturing crafts the most detailed, accurate and extensive line of “Firearm 
Simulators” on the market today. All of our products are inert detailed replicas of ac-
tual weapons designed for Law Enforcement and Military Training.

Each product is made with strong, impact-resistant polyurethane with steel reinforce-
ment. This prevents bending and flexing while maintaining the detail, handling and 
balance of the actual weapon they represent..

TEAM WENDY

BLUEGUNS

BLUEGUNS

BLUE GUNS

  ESAPI Non-Ballistic Training Plate

FSM60 - M60 Replica Training Gun

  FSMP7 - H&K MP7 Replica Training Gun

  FSX26 TASER X26

  FSX26 TASER X26CALL US TOLL FREE - 800-264-8273 57

TRAINING AIDS

Train safely by using a BlueGun simulator instead of a real weapon. This inert,  
detailed replica of the FSX26 TASER X26 gives trainees the confidence to handle,  
balance and use this taser.



TRAINING DUMMIES

SKU - DU-MM

SKU - DU-120-NJXT12

SKU - DU-550-SM

SKU - CONTACT

DUMMIES UNLIMITED

DUMMIES UNLIMITED

DUMMIES UNLIMITED

DUMMIES UNLIMITED

  MAD MAX LIFESIZE MARTIAL ARTS TRAINING  

  STRIKE MAN SUSPENDABLE TRAINING DUMMY

  GRAPPLEMAN TACTICAL TRAINING DUMMY

SUSPENDABLE STRIKING DUMMY Strike Man is a suspendable striking dummy that is ideal for 
teaching accurate and effective strikes from nearly any type of impact weapon. Strike Man’s hu-
man appendages provide officers realistic anatomical striking areas. Unlike a round heavy bag, 
which merely teaches non-specific baton strikes, officers can also develop accurate and effective 
baton strikes to specific muscle groups or other strategic areas. This aids in rapid containment of 
their suspects. Strike Man’s exterior surface is made from heavy duty Cordura. He is then filled 
with a unique composite of materials that allows for full impact training of any striking weapon, 
(including OPN), with minimal bounce-back. All seams are double sewn. High impact areas are 
sewn into Strike Man three times to increase durability. 

Grapple Man is a life size training dummy designed specifically to improve ground fighting and 
grappling techniques. ith realistic arms, legs, head, torso and skin that has the feel and resil-
iency of human flesh.. Grappleman’s realistic appearance is unmatched by any other grappling 
dummy. Grapple Man is made of a unique polyurethane compound molded over urethane 
foam with joints held together with steel cablers that can hold 4,100 lbs of strength.

 Height: 6’0”

 Weight: 55 lbs.

 Fitted ballistic nylon suit included
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TRAINING DUMMIES

Mad Max is a life size training dummy designed and constructed for professional use to im-
prove Accurate technics in martial arts training. He has a human-like appearance with propor-
tionate arms, legs, head, and torso. This human-like appearance is unlike any other traditional 
training bag. Mad Max has a rigid skeletal frame covered with molded urethane foam. His vital 
points are marked in red and his right arm extends forward to simulate weapon attack. His 
skin consists of a resilient compound that is smooth enough to punch with bare hands or feet, 
(though gloves are suggested) , yet he is durable enough to tolerate a multitude of attacks. This 
unique feature allows him to be punched with a bare fist without the abrasion one normally 
gets from a canvas bag. (Mad Max is not for weapon use, please see Strike Man.)

Numb John XT is a life size - full impact Less Lethal training device. Created to simulate the hu-
man figure and to improve the accuracy and technique of an officer using less lethal options. He 
is molded over a rigid steel frame. Built specifically for use with expandable batons and a wide 
variety of less lethal ballistics, Num John XT’s skin is made from a durable, stitchless and seamless 
material that will not sag or droop, even if left out in the rain. These features allow for years of 
baton attacks.

 Height: 6’2”

 Approx 150 lbs.

 Steel lined mobile platform with locking wheels included



TRAINING DUMMIES
DUMMIES UNLIMITED

DUMMIES UNLIMITED

   CUFFMAN ARREST CONTROL TRAINING DUMMY

  RESCUE RANDY TRAINING DUMMY

CONTACT US

CONTACT US
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TRAINING DUMMIES

Cuff-Man is a uniquely designed training dummy that is ideal for teaching proper arrest and con-
trol techniques without the typical injury that is associated in this type of training. His hands and 
fingers are made from a flexible yet durable polyurethane compound for a realistic feel while 
cuffing while allowing flexible joint action in his wrists, elbows, shoulders, knees and hips.

He possesses an extended chin for realistic grappling techniques while ground fighting. Velcro 
loop is sewn into his heavy duty Cordura suit, both front and back, and a slender back board is 
wrapped with Velcro hook. Arrest and control techniques can be performed on Cuff-Man from 

The Official Manikin of the Firefighter Combat Challenge. It was developed for lifelike adult or 
juvenile victim handling, transportation, and extrication training. These manikins can be safely 
used in situations too hazardous or uncomfortable for human volunteers. Made of durable vinyl 
with 4,100 lb. test plastic-coated cables. Features include: articulated joints, weight distribution 
according to human weight distribution chart. Used by the U.S. Military, Fire, and Police Depart-
ments, Safety Teams, and Emergency Personnel for rescue and extrication from pole top, con-
fined spaces, collapsed buildings, smoke rooms, and ladder carry-down protocols worldwide. All 
Randys come with sweat pants except for the I.A.F.F. manikins.



Technology equipment to assist with communications,
performance, and more.

EQUIPMENT & TECHNOLOGY
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COMMUNICATIONS SOLUTIONS
3M PELTOR

3M PELTOR

3M PELTOR

3M PELTOR

   WS 100 Communications Headset

  3M Peltor PowerCom 2-Way Radio Headset

  Single Comm SWAT-TAC III ARC Headset

  SWAT-TAC™ III Advanced Combat Helmet (ACH)

SKU - PEL-97451 

SKU - PEL-88080-0000 

CONTACT US

CONTACT US

 Ergonomic 3 key touch pad design

 Weight: 55 lbs.

 Ambient surround listening ability.

 Level-dependent surround sound for “talk-thru” function

 External communications and stereo “talk-thru” are independent of each other

 Ambidextrous noise-canceling boom mic

 Meets Environmental Standard MIL-STD-810F

 Meets EMI Standard MIL-STD-461E

 Noise canceling boom mic

 Bluetooth circuit connects with cell phone or MP3

 Dual connections possible, wireless and wired

 Level dependent and speech microphones

 Level-dependent surround sound for “talk-thru” function

 External communications and stereo “talk-thru” are independent of each other

 Ambidextrous noise-canceling boom mic

 Meets Environmental Standard MIL-STD-810F; Meets EMI Standard MIL-STD-461E

 Buy American, TAA, and Berry Amendment Compliant
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COMMUNICATIONS

3M™ Peltor™ WS 100™, MT16H21FWS5UM580, Communications Headsets makes it easier for 
workers to communicate, listen to music and talk on the phone. This innovative headset offers 
noise protection and enhance worker safety by making it easier to hear regular speech, warning 
signals and approaching vehicles 

3M™ Peltor™ SWAT-TAC™ III ACH Headset Kit, Single COMM, Headband, Black, Motorola XTS Se-
ries - FL5018-02, 1 ea/cs

Peltor’s new family of integrated 2-Way Radio Headsets are the perfect tool for communicating 
in high noise environments. 
Simple to operate and comfortable to wear, these headsets offer numerous features that will 
improve workplace efficiency. 
Three new and improved headset platforms - PowerCom Plus, PowerCom, LiteCom - to chose 
from depending on required features, application and budgets.

The SWAT-TAC III Headset is the third generation of SWAT-TAC Tactical Communication Headsets 
designed to meet the mission needs of today’s warfighter.



LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS

CONTACT US

CONTACT US

CONTACT US

CONTACT US

SOUND COMMANDER

SOUND COMMANDER

SOUND COMMANDER

SOUND COMMANDER

  SC1100 PORTABLE LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM  

  SC3500 DEPLOYABLE LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM

  SC360 PORTABLE LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM

  SC5600 ACOUSTIC HAILING DEVICE

The requirement for powerful fixed outdoor emergency mass notification loudspeaker systems 
that can project highly intelligible live voice and pre-recorded messages In addition to various 
warning sirens is now well established. Authorities have determined that email, reverse 911 and 
text messaging are not sufficient to effectively cover a university campus, military installation, 
or other outdoor public venue in a timely manner. A long range mass notification (“Giant Voice”) 
public address system with superior voice audio is critical to quickly notify and update personnel 
at the scene of any event, situation or emergency.

Take control with the highest levels of clarity and voice intelligibility with the new, more pow-
erful SoundCommander® SC5600 Acoustic Hailing Device (AHD). Project highly intelligible, 
crystal-clear live-voice and pre-recorded announcements and warning tones up to 2000 meters. 
You’ll gain more coverage and flexibility with the only high-powered AHD that can be configured 
for narrow-beam (±15o) or wide-area tactical loudspeaker system for non-lethal support for 
crowd control, psychological operations, shipboard protection, emergency mass notification 
and all other tactical operations and public safety needs.
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COMMUNICATIONS

The new “loud and clear” SoundCommander® 1100 Series of long-range, lightweight portable 
and mounted loudspeaker systems helps you take full control of any situation. Replacing the 
SC1000/1300 systems, it’s the lightest, most powerful tactical portable loudspeaker system in its 
class with the highest voice-clarity. Take it anywhere to accomplish your mission.

The SoundCommander® 3500PA is the powerful, wide area loudspeaker system of choice for 
military bases, deployed military units, police, fire, refugee camps, public venues and emergency 
response services throughout the world. Get the word out with superior intelligibility and clarity 
with the SoundCommander® 3500PA : “Giant Voice” projection in a full 360˚.

Get the word out with superior intelligibility and clarity with the SoundCommander® 3500PA : 
“Giant Voice” projection in a full 360˚.
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FLASHLIGHTS

CONTACT US

The E2D LED Defender® Ultra is a compact 500-lumen flashlight featuring dual-out-
put capability and self-defense enhancements. Utilizing a virtually indestructible 
high-performance LED and a Total Internal Reflection (TIR) lens, the E2DL Ultra is ac-
tivated with a pushbutton tailcap click switch that also selects output levels: press or 
click once for a high-intensity 500-lumen white-light beam—ten times the light need-
ed to overwhelm the night-adapted vision of an aggressor. Return to off and press or 
click again within two seconds for a 5-lumen ultra-long runtime low beam that’s suit-
able for navigating at night or performing close-up tasks for hours. The Defender’s 
crenellated Strike Bezel® provides further defensive options should the need arise. 
Slender and powerful, the E2DL Ultra is an ideal everyday-carry light. 

SUREFIRE   E2D LED Defender® Ultra Dual-Output LED

FLASHLIGHTS

CONTACT US

CONTACT US

The powerful and versatile SureFire X300 Ultra WeaponLight for handguns and long 
guns features a high-performance LED that generates 500 lumens of stunning white 
light focused by a Total Internal Reflection (TIR) lens to produce a tight beam with 
extended reach and significant surround light for peripheral vision. The virtually in-
destructible and highly efficient LED generates tactical-level light—more than enough 
to overwhelm an aggressor’s dark-adapted vision—for 1.5 hours per set of batteries.

The SureFire X400 combines a brilliant white light with a bright red laser aim-
ing device in one WeaponLight. A high-efficiency LED generates 170 lumens of 
brilliant white light focused by a Total Internal Reflection (TIR) lens to produce a 
tight beam with good reach and significant surround light for peripheral vision. 
The LED has no filament to burn out or break and generates tactical-level light—
enough to overwhelm an aggressor’s night-adapted vision—for 2.4 hours per set 
of batteries.

SUREFIRE

SUREFIRE

   LED Handgun or Long Gun Weapon Light

   X400 LED Weapon Light with Laser
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CONTACT US

The P2X Fury uses a high-efficiency, virtually failure-proof LED to deliver your choice of either 15 
or 500 lumens of perfectly focused light, the latter qualifying the Fury as a pocket-sized search-
light. The 15-lumen level is excellent for general work at close-to-medium distances, and also 
lets you greatly extend the runtime per set of batteries, a valuable option when you’re miles 
from civilization.

SUREFIRE   P2X Fury Dual-Output LED

FLASHLIGHTS

CONTACT US

Developed for the demands of wildland firefighters, the SureFire Minimus™ AA headlamp is pow-
ered by readily available AA alkaline or AA lithium batteries and features a high-efficiency LED that 
provides brilliant white light with adjustable output from zero to 100 lumens. Output is controlled 
by the knurled, no-slip right-hand control knob, which also has setting for a high-output SOS 
beacon.

SUREFIRE    Minimus AA Variable-Output LED Headlamp

FLASHLIGHTS
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WEAPON CLEAR DEVICES

SKU - 49172SPRNSNSZAA

Our pistol model allows the mounting of the unit either on desktop or wall mounted 
thus providing a compact solution to weapon clearance while giving a level of user 
safety over the complete range of pistol calibres.

This model has been independently tested to safely contain all pistol and carbine 
rounds

WEAPON CLEAR   PISTOL CLEAR

WEAPON CLEAR

SKU - 49172SPRNSNSZAA

SKU - 70009SPRNS026GY 

With our lightweight freestanding rifle model allows its location where is most 
convenient.

This model has been independently tested to safely contain all pistol and rifle 
rounds up to .50 BMG AP

With the ever increasing number of situations where firearms officers are having to 
deal with a wide range of sometimes unfamiliar weapons captured from criminals we 
have developed a clearance system to allow the making safe of these weapons.

This model which is designed to be vehicle mounted, its small compact dimensions 
allow for it to be carried in the boot of a vehicle, and will allow the safe clearance of 
all weapons from modified blank firing weapons through all pistol calibres up to 50cal 
AP rifle.

WEAPON CLEAR

WEAPON CLEAR

   RIFLE-CLEAR

   EMERGENCY CLEAR SAFETY DEVICE

 Weight: 10 kg (20 lbs)

 Height: 270 mm (10 in)

 Width: 150 mm (6 in)

 Depth: 350 mm (14 in)

 Weight: 23 kgs (50 lbs)

 Height: 760 mm (30 in)

 Width: 230 mm (9 in)

 Depth: 650 mm (25 in)

 Weight: 12 kg (26 lbs)

 Height: 400 mm (16 in)

 Width: 150 mm (6 in)

 Depth: 330 mm (13 in)



v
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WEAPONS CASES

CONTACT US

CONTACT US

EXPLORER

EXPLORER

  11413 Weapon Case Black with Foam

  9413 Weapon Case Black with Foam

WEAPONS CASES/STORAGE

Designed to protect and transport precision military carbines under the harshest conditions, 
the 9413 case is as versatile as it is strong. It is waterproof, dustproof, crushproof and shock-
proof, yet lighter in weight than comparable cases.

This virtually indestructible mid-sized case is designed for AR-15 rifles, short tactical rifles and 
shotguns. It features one large contoured handle with two-man side lift handles at the ends. 
The heavy duty ball-bearing wheels roll smoothly for easy transportation. There are four lock-
ing points and a removable name tag for easy identification on the front. An optional shoulder 
strap is available.

 Internal Dimensions 44.7”L x 13.8”W x 5.3”D 

 Made of Copolymer Polypropylene compound 

 Waterproof, resistant to chemicals, humidity, dust; Resistant to harsh temperatures (-33°C/+90°C) 

 External dimensions:   38.94” x 16.31” x 6.188”

 Internal dimensions:    36.94” x 13.88” x 5.38”

 Weight w/foam:  16.97 lbs.

 Waterproof, Sand & Dust proof, Shockproof and Crushproof

WE CAN CUSTOMIZE WEAPON CASES TO YOUR SPECIFIC NEEDS. CONTACT US FOR INFORMATION.
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WEAPONS STORAGE

CONTACT US

ARGOS

WEAPONS STORAGE

CONTACT US

The design of this universal weapons cabinet incorporates bi-fold doors that fully recede into the 
cabinet. This feature allows for the cabinets to be utilized on high density systems or in areas 
where  floor space is at a premium, while still meeting US Military security standards.

ARGOS

ARGOS

   RIFLE HINGED DOOR CABINETS

   EMERGENCY CLEAR SAFETY DEVICE

CONTACT US

 Height = 30 inches

 Width = 9 inches

 Depth = 25 inches

 Weight = 50 pounds 

The Personal Pistol Locker is designed for the secure storage of pistols, cellular phones and oth-
er small items. Perfect for weapons check-ins, courthouses, and other areas where temporary 
storage is needed.

Traditional-style cabinets that allow for maximum storage utilizing the entire width of the cabi-
net. The clearance permits full access to stored weapons, gear, and accessories. The ventilated 
pattern provides airflow and allows visual inventory of stored items.

  PISTOL LOCKERS



TACTICAL KNIVES

SKU - 1234567890123456

SKU - 1234567890123456

SKU - TW-90-01

SECPRO

SECPRO

SECPRO   Guerilla EDC Tactical Folding Serrated Knife
The SecPro Guerilla Tactical Folding knife is lightweight EDC knife that was precision engineered 
to serve and protect you when it matters the most. Forged from high-quality japanese AUS8 
steel with durable and lightweight G10 handle scales, this versatile tactical knife features a par-
tially serrated edge enabling the user to cut through foliage or ropes with ease. 
 

   Blade Length: 3.94” (10 cm) 
   Blade Material: Japanese AUS8 Steel 
   Handle Material: G10 
   Closed Length: 4.91” (12.5 cm) 
   Open Length: 8.86” (22.5 cm) 
   tSerrated blade

 
The SecPro Insurgent is an all-round tactical knife designed for (EDC) every day carry and use.
Specifications 
 

   Blade Length: 3.94” (100.2 mm) 
   Blade Material: Japanese AUS8 Steel 
   Blade Thickness: 0.15” (4 mm)  
   Serrated blade

The SecPro Insurgent is an all-round tactical knife designed for (EDC) every day carry and use.
Specifications 
 

   Blade Length: 3.94” (100.2 mm) 
   Blade Material: Japanese AUS8 Steel 
   Blade Thickness: 0.15” (4 mm) 

   Insurgent EDC Tactical Folding Knife Serrated TAN

  Insurgent EDC Tactical Folding Knife BLACK
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BODY ARMOR 
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TACTICAL KNIVES

CONTACT US

CONTACT US

CONTACT US

CONTACT US

CONTACT US

CONTACT US

HERO’S PRIDE

HERO’S PRIDE

HERO’S PRIDE

HERO’S PRIDE

HERO’S PRIDE

HERO’S PRIDE

Deluxe Inner Duty Belt

Radio Holder

Expandable Baton Holder

Deluxe Duty Belt

Magazine Case

Handcuff Case

DUTY BELTS/ACCESSORIES

 2-1/4”

 Deluxe Duty Belt

 Inner Loop Lining

 Ballistic

 Double

 Medium (Fits 2-1/4” Belt)

 Ballistic

 Single

 Ballistic

 Fits ASP Cuffs (2-1/4” Belt)

 Ballistic

 1-1/2”

 Outer Hook Lining

 Ballistic

 Adjustable

 Fits most radios

 Ballistic

 21-26” Batons

 (2-1/4” Belt)

 Open Top

 Ballistic
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MAGAZINES

MAGAZINES

CONTACT US

CONTACT US

CONTACT US

OKAY helped co-develop the original 30 round M16 magazine with the U.S. Military in 
1973. Together we engineered a military marvel that  delivers every round, from every 
rifle, every time. Battle-tested OKAY magazines earned their reputation as the best 
USGI versions available. Perfect for any Mil-Spec AR-15 modern sporting rifle, Sure-
Feed® magazines give you one less thing to worry about.

The next-generation PMAG 30 GEN M3 is a 30-round 5.56x45 NATO (.223 Remington) 
polymer magazine for AR15/M4 compatible weapons. Along with expanded feature set 
and compatibility, the GEN M3 incorporates new material technology and manufac-
turing processes for enhanced strength, durability, and reliability to exceed rigorous 
military performance specifications.v

This quality replacement magazine for a Glock 17 is constructed from steel and poly-
mer just like the originals. Works with all Glock 17s including those with ambidextrous 
magazine releases and can be rebuilt using factory magazine parts. Note: Like many 
new magazines, these have an extremely stiff spring from the factory. It may not be 
possible to initially load them to capacity. Loading half of the listed capacity and leaving 
it loaded overnight before the first use will ease future loadings.

OKAY INDUSTRIES

MAGPUL

KCI

   5.56mm and 2.23 caliber for M4, M16, or AR15 style rifles

   PMAG® 30 AR/M4 GEN M3™ 5.56x45mm NATO

   Glock 17, 19, 26, 34 9mm Luger 33-Round Polymer Magazine
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PETZL DEVICES

SKU - PZ-E89BHBD2

SKU - YT-7021

PZ-R12

SKU -  PZ-A10B

CONTACT US

SKU - PZ-D200-IDL

With its strong chin strap, 
the VERTEX BEST helmet sets 
the standard in head protec-
tion for workers at height. 
he VERTEX BEST is designed 
to optimally accept hearing 
protection, the specific VIZIR 
visor, or a PIXA headlamp.

Headlamp with CONSTANT 
LIGHTING technology de-
signed for military opera-
tions requiring maximum 
stealth: the STRIX IR pro-
vides visible white or color 
(red, green or blue) lighting, 
as well as infrared lighting. It 
ensures stealth vision during 
close-range operations and 
movement.

The I’D L self-braking de-
scender is primarily de-
signed for technical rescue. 
It has a multi-function han-
dle that allows control of the 
descent speed, positioning 
at a work station without the 
need to tie off the device, 
and fluid movement along 
inclined or horizontal ter-
rain. 

The TACTIKKA+ RGB head-
lamp meets the need for 
versatility required for ac-
tivities where discretion is 
key: hunting, fishing, nature 
watching, etc.

The symmetrical aluminum 
OK carabiner has an oval 
shape that allows optimal 
positioning of equipment 
with a wide section. Its 
Keylock system facilitates 
manipulations. The OK cara-
biner is available in two lock-
ing systems: manual SCREW-
LOCK system or automatic 
TRIACT-LOCK system.

The VECTOR 12.5 mm low 
stretch kernmantel rope is 
designed for rescue. The 
large diameter ensures 
great strength and excellent 
handling when manipulating 
heavy loads. The EverFlex 
construction guarantees 
great flexibility and consis-
tent performance over time. 
Rope available in six colors 
and four lengths.

PETZL

PETZL

PETZL

PETZL

PETZL

PETZL

TACTIKKA + RGB Headlamp

YATES 7021 Am’D Tri-Act 

VECTOR 12.5 mm Rope

VERTEX BEST

STRIX IR

I’D L DESCENDER
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BODY ARMOR

P.P.E.
PERSONAL PROTECTION EQUIPMENT

CALL US TOLL FREE FOR A QUOTE - (800) 264-8273

CORRECTIONS

Security Pro USA offers a variety of Personal  
Protection Equipment for industrial safety:

Brands:

 Helmets
 Goggles & Face Protection
 Gloves
 Boots
 Fall protection
 ...and more!

..and more!

PERSONAL PROTECTION EQUIPMENT

Security Pro USA offers a variety of Personal Protection Equipment for  
industrial safety:

 Cut resistant gloves for contraband search
 Concave stun shields 
 Riot equipment
 Restraints
 Trace detection equipment
 General supplies (consumables)
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8543 Venice blvd. 
Los Angeles CA, 90034 
Phone: 800-264-8273,  E-mail: sales@securityprousa.com

www.securityprousa.com.

P R OT E C T I N G  Y O U R  P E O P L E
SECURITY PRO USA


